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Chapter 1. Installation

1.1. Requirements
On client-side Docmenta requires a JavaScript enabled Web-Browser. Officially supported are

• Firefox 7 or higher

• Internet Explorer 8 or higher

Docmenta may also work with older versions of Firefox and Internet Explorer, as well as other
Browsers like Chrome, Safari and Opera, but these are not officially supported.

The requiements on server-side are:

• Java Servlet/JSP container (e.g. Apache Tomcat)

• Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 5.0 or later

Note:

This documentation describes the installation, assuming that you use Apache Tomcat. Nev-
ertheless other Java Servlet/JSP containers (e.g. JBOSS, WebSphere, WebLogic, Oracle
Server, Jetty, ...) may work as well. But only Apache Tomcat 6.0 or higher is officially support-
ed. For other web-servers consult the documentation that is provided with your web-server
distribution.

1.2. Download
Download the latest version of Docmenta from the Docmenta homepage: http://
www.docmenta.org.

If needed you may also download the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) and the Apache Tom-
cat Web-Server from the following locations:

• JRE Download: http://www.java.com

• Tomcat Download: http://tomcat.apache.org

From the Docmenta homepage you can also download a bundled installation package that in-
cludes Docmenta and the Apache Tomcat Web-Server. Furthermore, if an internet connection
is available during installation, the Docmenta Windows installer can automatically download
and install the JRE for you. Though, if you need to install Docmenta offline or you want to install
a specific version of the JRE then please use the download link above.

The Docmenta homepage provides three different installation packages. Following table de-
scribes the differences between the installation packages.

http://www.docmenta.org
http://www.docmenta.org
http://www.java.com
http://tomcat.apache.org
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Package Description

Docmenta war Package Use this package if you already have a Servlet
Container up and running (i.e. you just need to de-
ploy the war file). The package is platform inde-
pendent.

Docmenta+Tomcat zip Package This package contains Tomcat with the Docmen-
ta war file already deployed. The package is plat-
form independent (though the Java Runtime Envi-
ronment must already be installed on your server
system).

Docmenta+Tomcat Windows Installer This package works only for MS Windows oper-
ating systems. It installs Apache Tomcat with the
Docmenta war file already deployed. This installer
creates start menu entries for starting and stop-
ping the Tomcat server. Additionally, the installer
can automatically download and install the Java
Runtime Environment if it's not already installed
on your system.

The installation instructions for each of these packages are given in the next chapter.

1.3. Package installation

1.3.1. Installing the war package
For installing the Docmenta war package, all you have to do is to deploy the war file to the web-
server. You can recognize the war file by its filename extension ".war". If the downloaded
package has the extension ".zip" then unpack the zip file to get the war file.

The steps of deploying a war file can differ, depending on which web-server you are using. For
the Apache Tomcat web-server all you have to do, is to copy the war file into the webapps
sub-folder of the Tomcat installation directory. If the "autoDeploy" setting is disabled, then
you additionally have to restart the Tomcat web-server. See also the Apache Tomcat docu-
mentation for more information on how to deploy a web-application: http://tomcat.apache.org/
tomcat-6.0-doc/deployer-howto.html

If you are using some other web-server (e.g. JBOSS, WebSphere, WebLogic, Jetty, ...), then
please see the documentation that is provided with your web-server.

Note:

For exporting large publications it may be necessary to increase the maximum Java heap
size of your web-server installation. You can detect that you have to increase the heap size,
when large exports fail and the server logs list out-of-memory errors. Please consult the doc-
umentation provided with your web-server for details. Following forum discussion gives some
useful hints on how to increase the heap size for Apache Tomcat: http://www.coderanch.com/
t/87422/Tomcat/increase-java-heap-size

After having deployed the war package, you are ready to set up Docmenta as described in
Section 1.4, “Setup”.

http://tomcat.apache.org/tomcat-6.0-doc/deployer-howto.html
http://tomcat.apache.org/tomcat-6.0-doc/deployer-howto.html
http://www.coderanch.com/t/87422/Tomcat/increase-java-heap-size
http://www.coderanch.com/t/87422/Tomcat/increase-java-heap-size
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1.3.2. Installing the Docmenta+Tomcat zip package

Extracting the zip package

The Docmenta+Tomcat zip package contains Apache Tomcat which has Docmenta already
deployed as web-application. To install the package, just extract the zip file to an installation
directory or your choice (e.g. "c:\program files"). The extraction will create a sub-folder
named apache-tomcat-xxx (where xxx is the apache version number). In the following
description this folder will be named <installdir>.

Installing the Java Runtime Environment

If a JRE is already installed on your computer, then you can skip this step and directly start up
Tomcat as described below. Otherwise install the JRE according to the following instructions:

1. Download the Java Standard Edition Runtime Environment (JRE), release version 5.0
or later, from http://www.java.com.

2. Install the JRE according to the instructions included with the release.

3. Set an environment variable named JRE_HOME to the pathname of the directory into
which you installed the JRE, e.g. c:\jre5.0 or /usr/local/java/jre5.0.

Note:

You may also use the full JDK rather than just the JRE. In this case set your JAVA_HOME
environment variable to the pathname of the directory into which you installed the JDK, e.g.
c:\j2sdk5.0 or /usr/local/java/j2sdk5.0.

Start Up Tomcat

Tomcat can be started by executing the following commands:

<installdir>\bin\startup.bat   (Windows)
<installdir>\bin\startup.sh (Unix)

After server startup, you are ready to set up Docmenta as described in Section 1.4, “Setup”.

Shut Down Tomcat

Tomcat can be shut down by executing the following command:

<installdir>\bin\shutdown.bat   (Windows)
<installdir>\bin\shutdown.sh (Unix)

1.3.3. Installing the Windows installer package
The Docmenta Windows installer provides an easy way to install the Apache Tomcat web-
server and Docmenta in a MS Windows environment.

Note:

You need administrator rights, for installing the Windows installation package! Furthermore,
after installation, the web-server needs write-access to files within the installation directory
and the document-store directory (see application setup). Therefore, assure that the web-

http://www.java.com
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server is running as a user that has sufficient access-rights to these directories. For example,
if the web-server has insufficient rights, this may lead to errors during file-upload. 

To install the package, double-click the .exe file. As a first step, the installer will try to detect
whether a Java Runtime Environment (JRE) is installed on the system or not. If no suitable
JRE can be found, you will be asked whether a JRE shall automatically be downloaded and
installed, or if you want to continue without JRE installation. For the automatic JRE download
an internet connection is required. If you continue without JRE installation, you have to install
the JRE later on manually.

As a next step the following installation dialog will be shown:

Figure 1.1. Installation screen: Destination folder

Select the destination folder where the Apache Tomcat web-server including Docmenta shall
be installed and click the "Next" button. On the following screen enter the port number to be
used by the web-server:

Figure 1.2. Installation screen: Port number
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Be aware to not enter a port number which is already used by another server application. Fi-
nally, click "Install" to start the installation. After installation, start menu entries will be available
for starting and stopping the Apache Tomcat web-server.

You can start Apache Tomcat as a standalone application by calling the start menu entry
"Tomcat Standalone > Start Tomcat Server" or as a service as described below. After server
startup, you are ready to set up Docmenta as described in Section 1.4, “Setup”.

Installing Apache Tomcat as a service

If you want to install Apache Tomcat as a service (i.e. if you want the web-server to be auto-
matically started in the background on system start up), then click the start menu entry "Tomcat
Service > Install Service" once. This will open a command line box showing service installation
messages. After service installation has finished, close the command line box. You can then
call the "Tomcat Service > Service Control" menu entry to open the Apache Tomcat service
monitor. This application allows you to start and stop the Tomcat service as well as to configure
start up parameters. See the Apache Tomcat documentation for more information (e.g. http://
tomcat.apache.org/tomcat-6.0-doc/windows-service-howto.html).

1.3.4. Upgrading
If you have an existing installation of Docmenta and you want to upgrade to a newer Docmenta
version, then proceed as follows:

1. Download the new version of the Docmenta war package (see Section 1.2, “Down-
load”). If the downloaded file has extension .zip, then unpack the archive, to get the .war
file.

2. Create a backup of the file WEB-INF/docma.properties, which is located within the
deployed Docmenta application (e.g. if you are using Tomcat, create a backup of the file
<Tomcat installdir>/webapps/docmenta/WEB-INF/docma.properties).

3. Undeploy the old Docmenta war application from your web-server.
For example, if you are using Tomcat, stop the web-server and remove the file
docmenta.war (if existent) and the folder docmenta which are both located in the
<Tomcat installdir>/webapps directory.

4. Deploy the the new Docmenta .war file.
For example, if you are using Tomcat, copy the downloaded Docmenta .war file to the
<Tomcat installdir>/webapps directory. Start the web-server if not already run-
ning. If the auto-deploy option of the web-server is enabled, then the .war file will auto-
matically be extracted to a folder with same name (but without .war extension). Other-
wise manually extract the .war file with an unzip tool.

5. Copy the backup of the docma.properties file (see step 2) into the WEB-
INF directory of the deployed Docmenta web-application (overwriting the existing
docma.properties file).

After deployment of the downloaded war package (step 4), the information about the location
of the document-store directory is lost. Therefore a backup of the configuration-file WEB-INF/
docma.properties is created in step 2, which is then copied back to the original location
after the new war package has been deployed (step 5). If you do not create a backup of this
configuration file, then you have to re-enter the information as described in chapter Section 1.4,
“Setup”.

http://tomcat.apache.org/tomcat-6.0-doc/windows-service-howto.html
http://tomcat.apache.org/tomcat-6.0-doc/windows-service-howto.html
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Important!

If you have placed the document-store directory inside of the Docmenta web-application di-
rectory, then you have to move the document-store directory out of the web-application direc-
tory, before undeploying the Docmenta web-application (step 3). After deployment of the new
version of the Docmenta web-application (step 4), move the document-store directory back
to its original location. Otherwise your complete product documentation and all application
settings will be lost! However, it is not recommended to place the document-store directory
inside of the web-application directory.

Upgrading using the Windows installer package

If you have an existing Docmenta installation that was installed using the Windows installer
package, then you can upgrade the installation by downloading a newer version of the Win-
dows installer package and by selecting the directory of the existing installation as the destina-
tion folder during the installation process (see Section 1.3.3, “Installing the Windows installer
package”). The installer will detect that an existing Tomcat installation already exists in this
folder and ask whether you want to overwrite the existing installation or not. If you select yes,
then the installer will create a backup of the file docma.properties, delete the complete
Tomcat folder and reinstall Tomcat including the new version of the Docmenta web-applica-
tion. Finally, the installer copies the backup of the file docma.properties back to its original
location.

Important!

The Windows installer completely removes the existing Tomcat installation and reinstalls
Tomcat. The Windows installer only creates a backup of the file docma.properties. This
means that any configuration settings that you may have incorporated into the Tomcat con-
figuration files and any additional web-applications that you may have deployed will be lost.
Therefore, please create a backup of any files that you have modified or placed within the
Tomcat installation folder, before overwriting the installation. Otherwise these files will be lost!

1.4. Setup
Before you can use Docmenta, you have to set up the application by opening the URL

    http://<servername>:<port>/docmenta/setup

in your web-browser, where <servername> is the domain name or IP address of your server
and <port> is the port number which was configured during installation (the default port of
the bundled Apache Tomcat web-server is 8080).

If the Docmenta server is installed locally, then the servername "localhost" or the IP address
"127.0.0.1" can be used to address the local machine. Furthermore, if the web-server is listen-
ing on port 80, then the port number can be omitted.
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Examples:

http://localhost:8080/docmenta/setup  Use this URL if the web-server is in-
stalled locally and is listening on port
8080.

http://myserver/docmenta/setup Use this URL if the web-server is a re-
mote machine with name "myserver"
and is listening on port 80.

The following setup dialog will be shown:

Figure 1.3. Setup dialog

This dialog is for initializing Docmenta by setting the document-store directory and the admin-
istrator password.

The document-store directory is the location in the server-filesystem where Docmenta stores
the application data, e.g. configuration settings, user preferences, and so on. Furthermore this
directory is used as default location for storing the product data (content, styles, ...) and the
exported publications.

Create a new directory and enter the path to this directory (e.g. "c:\work
\docmenta_base") in the document-store directory field.

Furthermore, enter an administrator password and confirm the password by repeating the
password in the second box. After setup this password can be used to log in as user "admin".

Finally, open the license agreement by clicking on the "View License Agreement" button and
read the agreement carefully. If you accept all the terms and conditions of the license agree-
ment, then check the "I accept the License Agreement" checkbox and click the "Save" button
to finish the setup procedure. You will then be redirected to the login page.

Important!

The setup dialog can be used to initialize the application as long as no administrator pass-
word is set. As soon as an administrator password is set, the setup dialog is disabled. Never-
theless, for production use it is recommended to completely remove the setup folder from the
Docmenta web-application directory. For the Apache Tomcat web-server, the setup folder is
located in "<tomcat_install_dir>/webapps/docmenta/setup".
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Chapter 2. Main window

After having installed and set up Docmenta as described in Chapter 1, Installation, you can
log in to the system by opening the URL

    http://<servername>:<port>/docmenta

in your Web-Browser, where <servername> is the domain name or IP address of your server
and <port> is the port number which was configured during installation (the default port of
the bundled Apache Tomcat web-server is 8080).

If the Docmenta server is installed locally, then the servername "localhost" or the IP address
"127.0.0.1" can be used to address the local machine. Furthermore, if the web-server is listen-
ing on port 80, then the port number can be omitted.

Examples:

http://localhost:8080/docmenta  Use this URL if the web-server is installed
locally and is listening on port 8080.

http://myserver/docmenta Use this URL if the web-server is a remote
machine with name "myserver" and is lis-
tening on port 80.

This will open the following log-in dialog:

Figure 2.1. Login page

Enter your username and password to log in to the system. After installation the only existing
user account is the user "admin" with the password as supplied during the setup procedure. If
the login succeeds, you will be redirected to the Docmenta main window.

The main window consists of  the head-panel and  the workspace-area:
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Figure 2.2. Main window

In the head-panel you find the following buttons:

Click this button to get information about the installed version of the Docmenta
application.

Click this button to open a separate window with online help on the application.

The label of this button includes the login name of the user as which you are
currently logged in. Click this button to edit the user profile.

Click this button to log off.

Furthermore the head-panel contains the following listboxes for selecting the product version
and the language to be opened:
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The product listbox lists all products for which the user has at
least the access right to view the content. Selecting a product
from the list will open the latest version of this product and show
the contents in the workspace. When a user logs in, the last
selected product will automatically be opened again. 

The version listbox lists all existing versions of the current-
ly opened product. Selecting a version from the list will open this
version of the currently opened product.

The language listbox lists all languages which have been con-
figured for this product. After opening a version of a product, the
language which was defined as the "original" language for this
product is selected by default. When one of the tranlation lan-
guages is selected from the list, then the application will switch
into the translation mode for this language. When the original
language is selected from the list, then the application will leave
the translation mode and switch back into the "original" mode.

In the translation mode, the user can replace the original con-
tent nodes (text, images) by the translated content. As long as
no translation exists for a node, the original node will be dis-
played.  As soon as the user has edited and saved a node in
the translation mode, a translated node exists which will then
be used instead of the original node during all operations. When
the user switches back to the original mode, then only the orig-
inal nodes will be available again.

Depending on the user's access rights, one or more of the following workspaces are available
in the workspace area of the main window:

Figure 2.3. Workspace tabs

You can switch to one of these workspaces by selecting the appropriate tab. Following a de-
scription of each of the available workspaces:
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Workspace Description

Content In the content workspace the user can view and edit the content elements
of the selected product version. See Chapter 3, Content workspace.

Styles In the styles workspace the user can view, edit and create user-defined
styles. Creating and editing styles allows the user to define and customize
the formatting of the different types of content elements. See Chapter 4,
Styles workspace.

Versioning In the versioning workspace, the user can create a new version of the
product. A new version is basically a copy of an existing product version.
This allows the user to preserve a snapshop of the product documentation
at a specifc point in time and label it with a version number. See Chapter 5,
Versioning workspace.

Publishing In the publishing workspace the user can configure publications, output
options and filter settings (applicabilities). Furthermore the user can start a
publication export for a selected publication with a selected output config-
uration. See Chapter 6, Publishing workspace.

Administration In the administration workspace, the user can create and manage prod-
ucts, users, user groups and character entities. Furthermore the adminis-
tration workspace allows the user to configure the global application set-
tings. See Chapter 7, Administration workspace.
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Chapter 3. Content workspace

In the content workspace the user can view and edit the contents of the currently opened prod-
uct version (see Chapter 2, Main window for information on how to open a product version).

The content workspace consists of  the product-tree, the  preview-area and  the toolbar:

Figure 3.1. Content workspace areas

The product-tree shows the hierarchical structure of the complete product documentation
(chapter, sub-chapter, section and so on). Furthermore, the product-tree contains the com-
plete content of the opened product version as well as any required supplementary files (e.g.
images, data files, etc.). See Section 3.1, “Product-tree” for more information on how to create
the product documentation.

When a user selects a node within the product-tree, then a preview of the selected node is
shown in the preview-area. When a section- or content-node is selected, then the preview can
be rendered with different format-, publication- and output-configurations. The configuration
settings of the preview can be selected in the toolbar. See Section 3.7, “Toolbar” for a detailed
description of the toolbar.

The user can change the size of the preview-area and product-tree by dragging and dropping
the border which separates the two areas. By clicking the arrow at the middle of the border,
the preview-area can be increased to the maximum size.

3.1. Product-tree

Selecting nodes

The authors create the product documentation by adding, editing and deleting nodes within
the product-tree. You can select a node within the tree by clicking the node. This will select
the node and deselect any previously selected node. If you want to select more than one
node, you can add a node to the set of currently selected nodes, by pressing the Control-key
while clicking the node:
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Figure 3.2. Multiple selection by pressing the Ctrl-key

You can select a complete range of nodes, by selecting the first node of the range, pressing
the Shift-key and then selecting the last node of the range:

Figure 3.3. Select range of nodes by pressing the Shift-key

Opening the context menu

After you have selected one or more nodes you can execute a function on the selected nodes
by opening the context menu and choosing one of the displayed menu items. The context
menu can be opened by right-clicking a node (i.e. clicking on the node with the right mouse
button). This will select the node and open the context menu for this node:

Figure 3.4. Opening the context menu

If you have selected more than one node and want to execute the function on all selected
nodes, then you have to keep the Control- or Shift-key pressed while right-clicking one of the
selected nodes.
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Figure 3.5. Context menu for multiple selected nodes

See the following chapters for detailed information on editing the product-tree.

3.2. Root folders
The content workspace shows the hierarchical structure of the product documentation. Fol-
lowing folders are displayed as 1st-level folders in the content workspace:

Figure 3.6. Root nodes in the content workspace

 Content

This is the top-level section of the complete product documentation. It contains section- and
content-nodes which make up the structure and content of the product documentation. A sec-
tion can itself contain sub-sections, content-nodes and folders, thereby forming the hierarchi-
cal structure of the product documentation.

 "Media" folder

The "Media" folder can be used to store images which are referenced from within the product
documentation. This allows you to separate the image files from the text-based content. The
"Media" root folder should be used when the storage structure of the images has to be different
from the hierarchical structure of the content. For example, if all screenshots within the product
documentation shall be stored in one single folder, then an image folder named "screenshots"
could be created as a sub-folder of the "Media" root folder (see Section 3.4.1, “Inserting and
editing nodes” on how to create image folders).

Alternatively, the images could be stored within the content structure. To do this, create an
image folder as a sub-folder of a section. For example, if images are only referenced from
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within a single section, then an image folder could be created as a sub-folder within this section,
and all referenced images could be placed inside this image folder.

 "Files" folder

The "Files" folder can be used to store the "non-visible" parts of a documentation. For example,
normally only bitmap images are included in the content of the product documentation. Nev-
ertheless, it could be useful to still have the vector-graphic source files available as part of the
product documentation, e.g. in cases where the bitmap images have to be reworked. There-
fore, the vector-graphic images could be stored in the "Files" folder. As another example,
the "Files" folder could be used to store any documents that were used as input for the docu-
mentation (e.g. a requirements specifications).

Beside using the "Files" root folder, you are also allowed to create your own file folders at
nearly any location, e.g. as a sub-folder of a section or as a sub-folder of an image folder. Of
course, a file folder can itself contain file-folders, i.e. making up a directory structure similar
to a filesystem. See Section 3.4.1, “Inserting and editing nodes” on how to create file folders.

Although a file folder is intended to store the "non-visible" parts of the documentation, it is
allowed to store content nodes and sections within a file folder. For example, a section could
be moved temporarily into a file folder to exclude it from the "official" product documentation
(i.e. make it invisible).

 "System" folder

The "System" folder contains configuration data which can be adapted to allow product-specifc
customizations. When a new product is created, the "System" folder initially contains following
sub-nodes (see screenshot above):

• "HTML customization"

• "Images"

• "Templates"

• "gentext.properties"

The usage of the "gentext.properties" file ( ) is described in Section 3.6, “Gentext configura-
tion”. Following a description of the other nodes:

 "HTML customization"

This folder contains customization files that are used for HTML and Web-Help export.

"Images"

This file contains images that may automatically be added to exported publications. For exam-
ple, this folder contains the watermark image that is used to mark draft publications.

 "Templates"

The "Templates" section contains content-nodes which are selectable as templates from with-
in the content editor. See Section 3.8.11, “Templates” for details on how to insert template
content. This folder initially contains some example templates. You can edit these examples
and/or add your own templates by adding new content-nodes to the "Templates" folder. See
'Templates' in the tutorial for an introduction on using templates.
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Important!

The "Templates" section is located by Docmenta through its alias name "system_templates".
Therefore do not change or delete this alias name!

3.3. Node types
The content tree can contain nodes of different types. Each node type is indicated by a different
icon:

• Section-node: 

• Content-node: 

• File-node

- Image-file: 

- Data-file: 

• Inclusion-node

- Section inclusion: 

- Content inclusion: 

• Folder-node

- Image-folder: 

- File-folder: 

See following sub-chapters for a description of each of these node types.

A node has one or more of the following properties:

Property Description

Title The section- or content-title. For sections this is the text that will appear
as the header of sections and in the table of contents of a publication. For
files, this is the filename.

Alias The alias name of this node. The alias name can be used to create a
reference to this node. See Section 3.8.8, “Links” for more information on
how to create internal references.

Applicability The node's applicability expression. See "Filtering content" in the tutorial
for more information on the Docmenta fitering concept.

Status The workflow status of a content- or section-node. The status of
section-nodes is automatically determined by the status of the child
nodes. See "Tracking the completion status" in the tutorial for an expla-
nation of the status values.

Progress The progress value provides an estimation in percentage of how much of
the work has already been done. The progress value of a section cannot
be edited by the user, but is automatically determined by the progress
values of the child nodes. See "Tracking the completion status" in the
tutorial for more information on the usage of progress values.
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Property Description

Comment The comment can be any text that is attached to the node, e.g. a descrip-
tion of the modifications that still have to be incorporated into the content.

Priority The priority is to be used in combination with the comment property, to
indicate the importance of the comment.

See Section 3.4.1, “Inserting and editing nodes” for more information on how to edit nodes.

3.3.1. Section-nodes

A section-node is indicated by the  icon next to the section title. If the section is the root of
a publication configuration, then the icon changes to . When a new product is created, then
the content tree contains a top-level section which is the root of the complete product docu-
mentation (see  in Figure 3.6, “Root nodes in the content workspace”).

A section-node can itself contain child nodes of any of the following types:

• Section-node

• Content-node

• Inclusion-node (Section-, Image- or Content-inclusion)

• Folder-node (image- or file-folder)

The order of the nodes is arbitrary, except that a section-node can only be followed by anoth-
er section-node or a section-inclusion or a folder-node. In other words: content-nodes, con-
tent-inclusions and file-nodes cannot be inserted after a section-node.

The properties of a node can be edited with the section-properties dialog:

Figure 3.7. Section properties dialog

See Section 3.4.1, “Inserting and editing nodes” for a description of how to insert and edit
nodes.
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3.3.2. Content-nodes
A content node stores one piece of content. For example, a content-node could store the
content of one single paragraph of your product documentation. This way, you could create
one separate content-node for each paragraph within your product documentation. But it is
also allowed to include several paragraphs in one content-node. Nevertheless, what is not
possible is to create sections within a content-node. Therefore you cannot hierarchically sub-
structure a content-node. If you think of the content structure as a tree, then the content-nodes
are the leaves, whereas section-nodes form the structure of the tree (inner nodes).

Besides text, a content-node can also include images as well as lists and tables. Furthermore
you can apply user-defined styles on parts of the content within one content-node. Detailed
information on how to create content-nodes is given in Section 3.4.1, “Inserting and editing
nodes”. The editing of content-nodes is described in Section 3.8, “Editing content”.

The properties of a content-node can be edited with the content-properties dialog:

Figure 3.8. Content properties dialog

See Section 3.4.1, “Inserting and editing nodes” for a description of how to insert and edit
nodes.

3.3.3. Image-files
Docmenta supports following image formats:
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Format MIME-type Allowed extensions
BMP image/bmp .bmp
CGM image/cgm .cgm
GIF image/gif .gif
IEF image/ief .ief
JPEG image/jpeg .jpeg  .jpg  .jpe
PNG image/png .png
SVG image/svg+xml .svg
TIFF image/tiff .tif

A file of any other format has to be converted into one of the above formats, if it shall be
included as an image in the content of the product documentation. Nevertheless you can store
images in any other format as normal files as described in Section 3.3.4, “Data-file”.

Images which are included in the content of the documentation should be stored in image-fold-
ers (see Section 3.3.6, “Image-folder”). Image-folders will show a thumbnail gallery preview of
the contained images. Nevertheless, it is also possible to upload an image to a normal file-
folder. You can upload an image with the "Upload File" function in the context menu (see Sec-
tion 3.4.4, “File upload and download”).

Image filenames

Docmenta imposes restrictions on the naming of image files. The reason for this is, that Doc-
menta uses the filename (excluding the file extension) as the alias name used to reference
the image. Therefore, the image filename can only consist of letters, digits, underscore (_),
dash (-), question-mark (?) and exclamation-mark (!). See Section 3.3.5, “Inclusion-nodes” and
Section 3.8.7, “Images” on how to include images in the content of the product documentation.

Properties

An image has the same properties than a content- or section-node (see Section 3.3.1, “Sec-
tion-nodes”), e.g. it has a title, an alias name, an applicability expression, a workflow status
and a progress value. The workflow status of an image can be manually set by the user to
indicate whether work on the image is already finished. The progress value can be used to
provide an estimation in percentage of how much of the work has already been done.

3.3.4. Data-file
If a file is uploaded which has a format different from the supported image formats (see Sec-
tion 3.3.3, “Image-files”), then the file will be stored as an unparsed data file. Such files should
only be uploaded to file-folders (see Section 3.3.7, “File-folder”). You can upload an image with
the "Upload File" function available in the context menu (see Section 3.4.4, “File upload and
download”). In contrast to image files, there are no restrictions on the filenames of unparsed
data files.

Properties

A  data-file has the same properties than a content- or section-node (see Section 3.3.1, “Sec-
tion-nodes”), e.g. it has a title, an alias name, an applicability expression, a workflow status
and a progress value. The workflow status of a data-file can be manually set by the user to
indicate whether work on the file is already finished. The progress value can be used to provide
an estimation in percentage of how much of the work has already been done.
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3.3.5. Inclusion-nodes
Inclusion-nodes allow you to define inclusions on the content-structure level. Another type
of inclusions are inline-inclusions. See "Inclusions" in the tutorial for more information on the
difference of structural- and inline-inclusions.

A structural inclusion allows you to insert a node at a position within the content-tree, although
the actual physical position of the node within the content-tree is somewhere else. For example,
assume you have created a section "Installation instructions" in the reference manual part
of your documentation. Now, you could want to insert the installation instructions also in the
tutorial part of your documentation, but without removing the installation instruction from the
reference manual. Furthermore you do not want to create a copy of the installation instructions,
because if you have to change the instructions you would have to update two nodes. A good
solution for this problem is to insert a section-inclusion node within the tutorial at the position
where the installation instructions section shall appear. This section-inclusion node can then
reference the "Installation instructions" section within your reference documentation. Following
illustration depicts this solution:

Figure 3.9. Structural inclusion example

Be aware that with using structural inclusion, the same node can appear at different positions
within the content tree-structure, but it is not allowed to have the same node more than once
in an exported publication. The reason for this is, that a node could itself contain objects (e.g.
images, tables, sub-sections, ...) that have an alias name or ID value assigned. Therefore, if
a content-node appears more than once in a publication, the publication could contain objects
with the same identifier at different locations. If such an object would be referenced, the tar-
get of the reference would be ambiguous. In the example given above, this would occur if a
publication would be exported that contains the reference manual part as well as the tutorial
part. In this case, if a sub-section of the "Installation instructions" section is referenced, it is
no longer clear whether the sub-section within the reference manual or the sub-section within
the tutorial shall be referenced.

Depending on the type of the included node, two types of structural inclusions exist: sec-
tion- and content-inclusions. A section-inclusion is an inclusion-node that references a sec-
tion-node. A content-inclusion is an inclusion-node that references a content-node.

A section-inclusion can be inserted at all positions where a section could be inserted. A con-
tent-inclusion can be inserted at all positions where a content-node could be inserted.

An inclusion-node can have its own title, which will (if existent) overwrite the title of the refer-
enced node. Given the example above, you could e.g. include the "Installation instructions"
section of your reference documentation in your tutorial with the changed title "First step: In-
stallation".
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Furthermore, an inclusion-node can have an applicability expression assigned, i.e. depending
of the filter setting of your publication and output configuration, an inclusion-node could be
filtered out.

Detailed information on how to insert an inclusion-node is given in Section 3.4.1, “Inserting
and editing nodes”.

3.3.6. Image-folder
An image-folder is used as a place to store image-files, that are or shall be inserted in the
content of the product documentation.

Note: You cannot physically "store" an image at the position within the content where the image
shall appear. Rather you always have to first upload an image to an image-folder and then
insert it into the content via inline- or structural-inclusion at the position where the image shall
appear.

Another feature of image-folders is, that a thumbnail gallery preview of the contained images
will be shown in the preview area when you select the image-folder (see screenshot below).

Figure 3.10. Image gallery

You can rename an image-folder by selecting "Edit properties" from the context menu or by
double-clicking the folder.

See Section 3.4.4, “File upload and download” on how to upload/download files to/from an
image-folder.

3.3.7. File-folder
A file-folder is used as a place to store data-files (see Section 3.3.4, “Data-file”).

When you select a file-folder, then a list of the contained data-files will be shown in the preview
area (see screenshot below). If you click on a data file within this list, then the file will be opened
in a new browser window or if the browser cannot display the content of the file, you will be
asked whether you want to save the file in your filesystem or want to open it with the application
that is registered for the given file-extension.
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Figure 3.11. File folder

You can rename a file-folder by selecting "Edit properties" from the context menu or by dou-
ble-clicking the folder.

See Section 3.4.4, “File upload and download” on how to upload/download files to/from an
file-folder.

3.4. Context menu
If you right-click a node within the product-tree, the following context menu will be shown:

Figure 3.12. Content-tree context menu

If a function is not allowed for the selected node, then the corresponding menu item is disabled.
Whether a menu item is enabled or disabled could depend on the type of the selected node,
the workflow status of the node, the release status of the product version and the access rights
of the user.

A description of the available menu items is given in the following sub-sections.
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3.4.1. Inserting and editing nodes

Edit content

The "Edit content" menu item is only available for content-nodes. Calling this function will open
the node's content in the content editor (see Section 3.8, “Editing content”).

Edit properties

To edit the properties of a node, call "Edit properties" from the context menu. For section-,
content-, image- and file-nodes this will open the following dialog, which allows you to edit the
title, alias name, applicability expression, workflow status and progress value of the node.

Figure 3.13. Edit section-, content- or file-properties

For inclusion-nodes this will open a dialog, which allows you to enter the alias name of the
referenced target node. Furthermore a title and an applicability expression can be entered (see
following screenshot).

Figure 3.14. Inclusion properties

For image- and file-folders a dialog for editing the folder-name is opened:
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Figure 3.15. Edit folder name

For detailed information on the different node types see Section 3.3, “Node types”.

Add Sub-Node

If you have selected a section- or folder-node, then you can use the "Add Sub-Node" function
to add a new child-node to the selected node. A dialog will then be opened which allows you
to select the node type you want to create:

Figure 3.16. Node type selection dialog

Only the node types which are allowed to be added at the selected position will be shown.
Select a node type and click the "Okay" button, or double-click one of the node types. Then the
"Edit properties" dialog will be opened where you can enter the property values for the node to
be created (see above). Click the "Okay" button to create the new child-node. The child-node
will then be added after any already existing child-nodes.

Example 1:

If you have a section named "Reference Manual", then you can use the "Add Sub-Node" func-
tion to add a new sub-section with name "Installation instructions" as depicted in the following
picture:

Figure 3.17. Adding a sub-node
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Example 2:

You can use the "Add Sub-Node" function to add an image-folder named "Screenshots" as a
sub-folder of the "Media" folder:

Figure 3.18. Adding a sub-folder

Insert here

Use the "Insert here" function to insert a new node at the position of the currently selected
node. As for the "Add Sub-Node" function, this will open a dialog for selecting the node type
and the "Edit properties" dialog (see above). The created node will then be inserted on the
same tree-level between the selected node and any previous node.

In the following example a section with name "Download files" is inserted before the section
"Extract installation files".

Figure 3.19. Insert node at selected position

3.4.2. Cut, copy, paste and delete

Copying and moving nodes

The "Cut", "Copy" and "Paste" menu items can be used to move or copy nodes within the
product-tree. Proceed as follows:

1. Select one or more nodes to be moved or copied.

2. Open the context menu for the selected nodes and choose "Cut" or "Copy". If you have
choosen "Cut", then the selected nodes are added to the Cut-List. The nodes in the Cut-
List are indicated by the striked-through text. In the following example, the nodes "My
content" and "Sect A" have been added to the Cut-List:

Figure 3.20. Cutting nodes

3. Select the target node, i.e. the node at the position where you want the nodes to be
moved or copied to, and open the context menu for this node.

4. You now have to call one of the paste operations to move or copy the nodes to the target
position. Following paste options exist:
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a. If you want to add the nodes as sub-nodes of the target node, then choose the menu
item "Paste > As Sub-Nodes". This operation is only possible if the target node is a
section or folder.

Given the example above, if the operation "Paste > As Sub-Nodes" is executed on
the node "Sect B", then the result is as follows:

Figure 3.21. Pasting nodes as sub-nodes

Accordingly, if "Copy" was called before, then the "Paste > As Sub-Nodes" opera-
tion does not move but copy the nodes.

b. To insert the nodes contained before the target node (on the same tree-level), then
choose the menu item "Paste > Insert here".

Given the example above, if the operation "Paste > Insert here" is executed on the
node "My test sect", then the result is as follows:

Figure 3.22. Pasting nodes at selected position

Accordingly, if "Copy" was called before, then the "Paste > Insert here" operation
does not move but copy the nodes.

Be aware that not all nodes can be moved or copied to all locations within the product-tree.
For example, a content-node cannot be moved after a section-node on the same tree-level.
Furthermore files can only be placed inside file-folders, but cannot be inserted as direct sub-
nodes of sections (nevertheless, you could create a file-folder inside a section and place the
files inside the file-folder).

You can undo the "Cut" operation (step 2 above), by choosing the function "Clear Cut-List"
from the toolbar-menu (see Section 3.7, “Toolbar”).

Important!

An alias name or an ID always has to be unique within the complete product tree. Therefore,
if you copy a node that has an alias name assigned or if elements within the content of the
node have an ID assigned, then a sequence number is added to the alias name / ID of the
inserted node-copy.
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Deleting nodes

To remove one or more nodes from the product-tree, select the nodes, choose "Delete" from
the context menu and confirm the deletion in the opened dialog. This will completely delete
the node and its content. Be aware that it is not possible to undo a deletion.

Tipp: If you are not sure whether a node to be removed, might have to be reintroduced in the
future, create a "garbage" file-folder, e.g. as a sub-node of the root-section, and move any
nodes which are no longer needed into this folder instead of deleting them.

Note: In translation-mode the menu item "Delete" is replaced by "Delete Translation". Calling
this function will just delete the translation of the node, but not the original node itself.

3.4.3. Preview PDF
To open a new window with a PDF preview of a content- or section-node, select the node and
choose "Preview PDF" from the context menu. This will open a separate preview-window as
shown in screenshot below:

Figure 3.23. PDF preview window

The selected node will be rendered with the publication- and output-configuration which is cur-
rently selected in the toolbar of the product-workspace (see Section 3.7, “Toolbar”). If you want
to preview the PDF with a different configuration setting, you can change the publication- and
output-configuration in the bar at the top of the preview-window and then press the "Reload"
button to recreate the PDF with the new settings.
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3.4.4. File upload and download

Upload

To upload a file to an image- or file-folder, select the folder and choose "Upload File" from the
context menu. This will open the "Upload Files" dialog:

Figure 3.24. Upload dialog

Click the "Browse" button and select a file from the filesystem. If you have more than one file
to be uploaded, then repeat this step for each file to be uploaded. Finally, click the "Upload"
button to start the upload.

If a filename conflict occurs (i.e. a file with the same name as one of the uploaded files already
exists in the selected folder), then you will be asked whether the existing file shall be overwritten
or the uploaded file shall be automatically renamed.

Figure 3.25. Resolving upload conflicts

If you choose "Auto-Rename", then an underscore character followed by a sequence number
is added to the filename of the uploaded file.

If you upload a file with extension ".zip", then Docmenta assumes that this is a zip-archive and
you will be asked whether the archive shall be extracted or not. If you decide to extract the
archive, you can choose to extract the files into the selected directory or into an automatically
created sub-folder. If you choose to extract into a sub-folder, the name of the created sub-
folder will be the name of the zip-file (without the ".zip" extension).

In translation mode, the "Upload File" function can be used to upload a translated version of a
file. It is not allowed to upload a file in translation mode, if no corresponding original file exists.
See Section 3.5, “Translating nodes” for more information on the translation of files.

Download

To download a file or folder, select the file or folder and choose "Download File" from the
context menu. You will then be asked whether the file shall be saved in your filesystem or
be opened with the application which is registered for the format of the file.

When you download a folder, then the downloaded file will be a compressed ZIP file, which
contains all files and sub-folders within the selected folder (recursively).
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3.4.5. Revision history
Docmenta has a compare-function which highlights the changes between two versions/revi-
sions of a content- or section-node. Furthermore it is possible to restore an old revision of a
content-node. To use this function, open the context menu and choose the menu item "Revi-
sion History".

This opens the following revision history window:

Figure 3.26. Comparing two revisions/versions of a node

In the head-panel of the window, choose the version which you want to compare from the
"Revisions" listbox . By default this is the currently opened version. Select the version or
revision you want to compare with from the "Compare with" listbox . After a version or revision
has been selected from both listboxes, the result of the comparison is shown in the area below
the head-panel.

In the example shown in the screenshot above, the text "This is some new content." is high-
lighted with green background-color. Green color means that the content was added. Removed
content is highlighted with red background-color and striked-through text. Changed content is
highlighted with blue background-color.

For content-nodes it is possible to restore an old revision of the node (i.e. undo the latest
modifications). If you have selected a content-node, then a "Restore" button  is available
next to the "Revision" listbox. To restore an old revision, select the revision from the "Revision"
listbox and click the "Restore" button.

If images within the content shall not be shown, then uncheck the "Show Images" box. To
print the selected revision (including the change marks), click the "Print" button. To close the
revision history window, click the "Close" button.

3.4.6. Searching and replacing text
You can search for a specific text string within a selected content- or section-node. Optional-
ly you can replace the occurences of the search string with another text string. Proceed as
follows:

1. Select a single content- or section-node and choose "Search and Replace" from the
context menu. This will open following dialog:
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Figure 3.27. Search and Replace dialog

2. Enter the search string in the "Find what" field and click the "Find" button. The system
will highlight all hit-positions in the preview area with yellow background color. The first
hit-position is marked with a red background color.

3. You can jump to the next hit-position by clicking the "Next" button.

4. You can jump to the previous hit-position by clicking the "Previous" button.

5. You can replace the search term at the current hit position with the text entered in the
"Replace with" field, by clicking the "Replace" button.

6. You can replace all occurences of the search term within the selected node, by clicking
the "Replace all" button.

7. Click the "Close" button to close the dialog.

Be aware that the search does not automatically transform special characters into character
entity notation or vice versa. Therefore, if the HTML source of your content contains a character
entity notation, e.g. "&#8364;" (the euro sign), but you entered in the "Find what" field the
unencoded euro sign "€", then the search will not return any hits. You have to explicitely enter
"&#8364;" in the "Find what" field to find the occurences of the entity notation "&#8364;" in
the HTML source.

The "encode"/"decode" button can be used to automatically encode/decode special charac-
ters. If you have entered a search/replace string which contains unencoded special charac-
ters, then you can automatically encode these characters into the numeric entity notation by
clicking the "encode" button above the "Find what"/"Replace with" input field. The other way
around, if you have entered a search/replace string that contains a numeric or symbolic entity
notation, then you can resolve this encoding by clicking the "decode" button. The encoding
and decoding is done according to the character entity definitions which can be configured in
the administration workspace (see Section 7.4, “Defining character entities”).

When the system searches for all occurences of the search string within the selected node
(step 2), following options will be taken into account which can be set by the user:

Match case

If this checkbox is checked, then the search will be case-sensitive. Otherwise the search is
case-insensitive.

Resolve structural inclusions

When a section-node is selected and the sub-tree of this section contains inclusion-nodes
(section- or content-inclusions; see Section 3.3.5, “Inclusion-nodes”), then this setting controls
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whether the search will follow or skip the included nodes. If this checkbox is checked, then the
search will also find all occurences of the search string within the included nodes (recursively).

Resolve inline inclusions

When a content-node contains inline-inclusions (see "Inline inclusions" in the tutorial), then
this setting controls whether the search will follow or skip the included nodes. If this checkbox
is checked, then the search will also find all occurences of the search string within the included
content.

3.4.7. Finding nodes

Find nodes by alias

Choose "Find by alias" from the toolbar menu to search a node with a given alias name. Pro-
ceed as follows:

1. Choose the "Find by Alias" menu item from the toolbar menu (see Section 3.7, “Toolbar”).
This opens the "Find Nodes" dialog (see screenshot below).

2. Enter the alias name into the input field of the dialog and click the "Search" button. You
can also enter only the first characters of an alias name and then use the * character as
a placeholder for the remaining characters. For example, if you enter the search term
"intro*", then this will find all nodes that have an alias name starting with "intro" (see
screenshot below).

3. The result of the search will be shown in the list below the input field. Double-click a node
within the list to show the content of the node in the preview area of the workspace.

Figure 3.28. Finding nodes by alias name

Find nodes referencing this

To get a list of all nodes that reference the selected node, choose "Find Nodes Referencing
This" from the context menu. A dialog will be opened which lists the found nodes:
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Figure 3.29. Finding nodes referencing the selected node

You can also enter an alias name in the input field above the result list and click the "Search"
button, to find all nodes that have a reference to the node with this alias name. 

3.5. Translating nodes
You can switch from original-mode into translation-mode by selecting a translation language
from the language listbox at the top of the main window:

Figure 3.30. Language selection list

In translation-mode you can edit the content the same way as in the original-mode. As long as a
node has no translation, the original node will be shown. The first time you edit an original-node
in translation-mode, Docmenta will automatically store a translated version of the node without
touching the original-node. This way, the translation-mode allows you to translate the original
content node by node.

Whether an original node has already a translation or not is indicated by the "Language" col-
umn of the product-tree. The "Language" column is only visible in translation mode. This col-
umn shows either the language code of the original language (if no translation exists), or the
language code of the translation language (if a translation exists).
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Figure 3.31. The language column in translation-mode

Note: In translation-mode you can only create a translation of an original node, but you cannot
create a new node which does not exist in the original-mode.

See below for a more detailed description of how to translate different types of nodes:

Translating content- and section-nodes

When a content- or section-node is edited in translation-mode, then a translated version of the
node is stored beside the original node. The translated node has its own title, workflow status
and progress value. Nevertheless, the translated node always has the same alias name and
applicability expression as the original node.

Translating image-files

In translation mode it is allowed to upload a translated version of an image. The translated
image must have the same filename as the original image, but optionally with [XX] appended
to the filename, where XX is the two-letter language code. If the filename does not end with
[XX] then the system will automatically add it. For example, assume you have created a Ger-
man translation of the image "diagram.gif" and you stored the translated image with the same
filename "diagram.gif". When you then upload the translated file in translation mode (for lan-
guage "DE"), the translated image will automatically be stored with filename "diagram[DE].gif".
This way you can easily identify which images have already been translated. Alternatively you
could manually rename the translated file to "diagram[DE].gif" before you upload it.

Translating data-files

In translation mode it is allowed to upload a translated version of a file. The principle is the
same as for image files, i.e. the translated file must have the same filename as the original
file, but optionally with [XX] appended to the filename, where XX is the two-letter language
code. If the filename does not end with [XX] then the system will automatically add it. For
example, assume you have created a German translation of the file "specification.doc" and you
stored the translated file with the same filename "specification.doc". When you then upload
the translated file in translation mode (for language "DE"), the translated file will automatically
be stored with filename "specification[DE].doc". This way you can easily identify which files
have a translation and which do not. Alternatively you could manually rename the translated
file to "specification[DE].doc" before you upload it.
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3.6. Gentext configuration
The text phrases that are automatically generated during the publication export process are
defined in the file  System >  gentext.properties. An example of generated text
(GenText) is the title that appears at the top of the table of contents. By default, the title of the
table of contents is "Table of Contents". Another example is the generated label for the title
line of images and tables. Normally, the default generated text phrases should be adequate.
However, sometimes it is required to change some of the default phrases. To do so, proceed
as follows:

1. Select the gentext.properties file and click the "Edit" button in the bottom-panel of
the preview-area. Alternatively download the gentext.properties file and open the
file in a text editor.

Figure 3.32. Editing the gentext.properties file

2. The gentext.properties file defines properties in the format key=value. Search the prop-
erty where the default text phrase is contained. For example if you search for "Table
of Contents" you will find following lines:
# TableofContents=Table of Contents
# tableofcontents=Table of Contents
Note that lines that start with the # character are commented out, i.e. the lines are ignored
by Docmenta. If a property is commented out, then the default value is used for this
property. Be aware that some text phrases have two entries, one for lower case and
one for upper case. In the example above, the property "TableofContents" defines
the upper case phrase, and the property "tableofcontents" defines the lower case
phrase. However, both generate the same text phrase "Table of Contents".

3. To customize property values, uncomment the lines (i.e. remove the # at the beginning of
the lines). Then replace the default text phrase with the desired text phrase. For example,
to change the title of the table of contents to "Contents", change the lines above to
TableofContents=Contents
tableofcontents=Contents

4. Save the changed gentext.properties file by clicking the "Save" button in
the bottom-panel of the preview-area. Alternatively, if you have downloaded the
file, upload the modified file to the root-folder  System (overwriting the existing
gentext.properties file). The system now uses the text phrases of the uncomment-
ed properties.
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Figure 3.33. Saving the modified gentext.properties file

The gentext.properties file has to be encoded in ISO-8859-1 character encoding. Char-
acters that cannot be directly represented in this encoding can be written using Unicode es-
capes in the format \uXXXX for the appropriate hexadecimal value XXXX. The ASCII charac-
ters \, tab, form feed, newline and carriage return are written as \\, \t, \f, \n and \r, respectively.
The characters #, !, =, and : should be written with a preceding backslash to ensure proper
loading.

Important!

Be aware that the system accesses the gentext.properties file through the alias name
"gentext". Therefore do not change this alias name, or if you want to use another file as
the gentext configuration, then set the alias name of this file to "gentext".

Translating the "gentext.properties" file

The generated text phrases can be different for different languages. Therefore the
gentext.properties file can be translated. For example, if you export a German transla-
tion of your product documentation then the generated title of the table of contents is by default
"Inhaltsverzeichnis" (which is the German word for "Table of Contents").

To customize the text phrases for the language XX, switch to translation-mode for the language
XX and edit the file with name gentext[XX].properties within the root-folder  System.
Customize the property values as described in steps 2 and 3 above. Save the changed file as
described in step 4 above (assure that you are still in translation-mode).

3.7. Toolbar
The toolbar of the "Content" workspace contains following controls:

Figure 3.34. The content workspace toolbar
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Following a description of each control:

"PDF preview" button 

Opens a new window showing a PDF preview of the currently selected node.

"Back" button 

When you have previewed several nodes within the current session, then clicking the "Back"
button will jump back in the preview history, i.e. the previously previewed node will be loaded
again into the preview area.

"Forward" button 

Click the "Forward" button to jump forward in the preview history.

"Reload" button 

Reload the node which is currently displayed in the preview area.

"Preview Format" selection 

Select the format used to preview section- and content-nodes. Available formats are "HTML"
and "PDF". The default preview format is "HTML". If you want to preview PDF, a PDF-reader
plugin has to be installed in the web-browser.

"Preview Publication" selection 

Select the publication that shall be previewed. The selected publication defines which sec-
tion-node within the product-tree is the root of the publication. The root of the publication will
be indicated by a section-icon containing a yellow star ( ). If you preview the root of the pub-
lication, then the preview will also include the table of contents and the index section (if the
automatic generation of these sections is enabled in the selected output-configuration).

See Section 6.1, “Publication configuration” for more information on the configuration of pub-
lications.

"Preview Output-Configuration" selection 

Select the output-configuration that shall be used for the preview of section- and con-
tent-nodes. If "HTML" is selected as preview format, then only "HTML" output-configurations
are selectable. If "PDF" is selected as preview format, then only "PDF" output-configurations
are selectable.

See Section 6.2, “Output configuration” for more information on creating output-configurations.

"Toolbar menu" 

The toolbar menu provides access to global content functions:
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Figure 3.35. Toolbar menu items

Following a description of each menu item:

"Show index terms"

If this menu item is checked, then all index terms contained in content-nodes will be visible
in the HTML preview. Otherwise the index terms are hidden in the preview (but will still be
visible in the content-editor). See "Creating index entries" in the tutorial for more information
on index terms.

"Find by Alias"

Select this menu item to search a node with a given alias name. This will open the following
dialog:

Figure 3.36. Find nodes by alias

Enter the alias name in the input field and then click the "Search" button. The node will
be searched within the complete product-tree, including the "Media", "Files" and "System" fold-
er. The search result will be shown in the list below the input field. Double-click a node within
the result list to show the node in the preview-area of the workspace.

To find nodes whose alias names start with a given prefix, enter the prefix followed by the
wildcard * in the input field. For example, enter the search term "intro*", to find all nodes
whose alias names start with "intro" (see screenshot above).
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"Clear Cut-List"

Select this menu item to undo a previous "Cut" operation (see Section 3.4.2, “Cut, copy, paste
and delete”).

"Tile horizontal"

Select this menu item to tile the product-tree and preview-area horizontally as shown in the
following screenshot:

Figure 3.37. Tile preview area horizontally

"Tile vertical"

Select this menu item to tile the product-tree and preview-area vertically as shown in the fol-
lowing screenshot:

Figure 3.38. Tile preview area vertically

3.8. Editing content
The content editor can be opened by one of the following methods:

1. Double-clicking the content node in the tree structure.
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Figure 3.39. Open editor by double-clicking the node

2. Right-clicking the content node in the tree structure and selecting "Edit content" from the
context menu.

Figure 3.40. Open editor through context menu

3. Double-clicking the content in the HTML preview area. The border of the content
node is indicated with dashed border lines, when the mouse is moved over a content
node. This way of opening a content node in the content editor only works for HTML
preview but not for PDF preview.

Figure 3.41. Open editor by double-clicking the preview

The content editor consists of

The title line

The tool bar with the buttons for editing and styling the content

The editing area

The status line

The bottom panel with buttons for saving the content and closing the editor window
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Figure 3.42. The content editor window

The title line shows the content title, the product to which this content belongs, the version
of the product which is edited and the language which is currently edited (the text "original"
indicates that the original content is edited, whereas in translation mode the two character
language code of the selected translation language is shown).

In the editing area the content can be edited as known from common word processors. Please
be aware that pressing the "Return" button will create a new paragraph. Pressing "Shift-Return"
will create a line break without creating a new paragraph.

By clicking the button "Save and Close" in the bottom panel, the content will be saved and the
editor window will be closed. By clicking the "Save" button the content will be saved without
closing the editor window. Instead of clicking the "Save" button in the bottom panel you can
also click the save  button in the toolbar or press the shortcut keys CTRL+S. Click the but-
ton "Cancel" to close the editor window without saving any changes.

Note: As long as the editor window is opened, the content is locked, i.e. no other user can edit
content. In the content tree structure this is indicated by a red content icon ( ).

The progress slider ( ) allows to adjust the progress value of the content node.
Please adjust the progress slider before pressing the "Save" or "Save and close" button. When
the "Cancel" button is pressed, any adjustments of the progress slider will be discarded.

The buttons in the tool bar are described in the following sub-chapters.

3.8.1. Basic editing

Positioning the cursor and inserting/editing content

To position the input cursor with the mouse, move the mouse pointer to the desired location and
then click the left mouse button. To change the position of the  cursor with the keyboard use
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the arrow-keys (Up, Down, Left, Right) or the Line-start/end or Page-up/down keys. You can
now insert and edit text or other content elements by using the keyboard or by calling any
functions from the toolbar as described in the following chapters. Use the delete key to delete
text or content elements at the current cursor position or the currently selected content. The
text editing functionality is similar to other WYSIWYG word processors, e.g. MS Word.

Selecting text with the mouse

To select text with the mouse, move the mouse pointer to the beginning of the text to be
selected, click the left mouse button, move the mouse pointer to the end of the text while
keeping the left mouse button pressed and finally release the mouse button. The text should
now be selected. The currently selected text is marked with a blue background color.

You can easily select a single word by double clicking the word to be selected.

You can select a whole paragraph by triple-clicking the paragraph (i.e. pressing the left mouse
button three times quickly within the paragraph).

Selecting text with the keyboard

To select text with the keyboard, move the cursor to the beginning of the text to be select-
ed. Now, press the Shift key and keep it pressed while moving the cursor to the end of the text.
Finally, release the Shift key. The selected text is then marked with a blue background color.

Types of content elements

Docmenta distinguishes following types of content elements:

• paragraphs

- normal paragraphs

- header paragraphs

• lists

• tables

A paragraph contains a sequence of text and/or images. The text within a paragraph can be
styled using inline styles (see Chapter 4, Styles workspace for details). Furthermore text within
a paragraph can be marked as a link to another position within the product documentation as
described in Section 3.8.8, “Links”. The insertion of images within a paragraph is described in
Section 3.8.7, “Images”. The line breaks within a paragraph will automatically be determined
by the formatter based on the available space of the output area (nevertheless, manual line
breaks can be inserted with Shift+Enter as described below).

A header paragraph is a special paragraph which represents the headline for the following
paragraph(s). See below for details on header paragraphs.

Lists and tables are described in more detail in Section 3.8.5, “Lists” and Section 3.8.6, “Ta-
bles”.

Following example shows content which contains all types of content elements:
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Figure 3.43. Examples of content elements

In the example above, the first paragraph contains text, links and inline images. The second
header paragraph with text "Note:" is the header of the third paragraph. The fourth paragraph
contains as the only element an image. The fifth content element is an ordered list with two list
items followed by an indented paragraph. The eighth content element is again an ordered list
which continues the previous list. (Note: A list item cannot contain paragraphs, therefore in-
dented paragraphs and continued lists have to be used instead). The nineth content element
is a table.

A horizontal space will automatically be inserted between two successive content elements
(e.g. two paragraphs). The amount of space which is inserted is determined by the "Paragraph
spacing" setting in the output configuration (see Section 6.2, “Output configuration”).

Inserting a new paragraph

To insert a new paragraph before or after an existing paragraph, place the cursor at the be-
ginning or the end of the existing paragraph and then press the Enter key.

Splitting a paragraph into two paragraphs

To split an existing paragraph into two paragraphs place the cursor at the position where the
paragraph shall be splitted and then press the Enter key. This will move the content which
follows the cursor position into a new paragraph as depicted in the following illustration:
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Figure 3.44. Splitting a paragraph

Merging two successive paragraphs into one paragraph

To merge two successive paragraphs into one paragraph, place the cursor at the beginning
of the second paragraph and press the Backspace key. Alternatively you can also place the
cursor at the end of the first paragraph and press the Delete key. This will append the content of
the second paragraph to the end of the first paragraph as depicted in the following illustration:

Figure 3.45. Merging paragraphs

Deleting a paragraph

Select a single paragraph or a sequence of paragraphs as described in the text selection
instructions above (e.g. triple-click a single paragraph or move the cursor to the start of the first
paragraph, press Shift and then move the cursor to the end of the last paragraph while keeping
the Shift key pressed). The selected paragraphs will then be indicated with a blue background
color. Afterwards, press the Delete key to remove all selected paragraphs.

Manual line breaks with Shift+Enter

The line breaks within a paragraph will automatically be inserted by the formatter based on
the available space of the output area. Nevertheless, it is possible to insert a manual line
break within a paragraph by placing the cursor at the location where the line break shall be
inserted and then pressing Shift+Enter.

Figure 3.46. Line-break within a paragraph

Note: Compared to inserting a new paragraph a manual line break will not insert any additional
horizontal space between the new line and the previous line.

Using header paragraphs

Sometimes it is required to create a headline for a paragraph, but the headline shall not appear
in the table of contents. In this case the solution is to create a header paragraph. A header
paragraph is a normal paragraph which is formatted with a user-defined block-style. Further-
more, for page-oriented output, the formatting engine assures that no page break is inserted
between the header paragraph and the immediatelly following paragraph.

Compared to section titles, a header paragraph will never be listed in the table of contents of
a publication. Furthermore no chapter/section numbers will be created for header paragraphs.
In general it is preferable to use section nodes instead of header paragraphs, because section
nodes can easily be moved and referenced (see Section 3.3, “Node types” for the creation
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of section nodes). Nevertheless there are positions within the content where a section node
cannot be inserted, e.g. within table cells and lists. Therefore, header paragraphs have to be
used to create headlines within table cells and lists as shown in the example above.

Creating a header paragraph

Before you can create a header paragraph you first have to create a header style. A header
style is a user-defined block-style with a Style-ID that starts with "header". For example, a
block-style with the Style-ID "header_para" would be a header style. To change a normal
paragraph into a header paragraph you just have to assign a header style to the paragraph
by performing following steps:

1. Place the cursor within the paragraph (but not within an inline style).

2. Open the "Insert/Edit Attributes" dialog (see Edit attributes).

3. Set the "Class" attribute to the desired block-style by selecting the block-style from the
drop-down. In the following screenshot the block-style "header_para" was selected.

Figure 3.47. Setting a header paragraph class

4. Click "Insert" to close the dialog. The paragraph should now be formatted with the se-
lected block-style.

Applying a block-style to an element

As an example, the indention of a single list shall be increased by 20pt and the list shall be
enclosed in a dashed box with grey background-color. As you do not want to increase the
indention for all lists, it is not possible to increase the list indention in the output configuration.
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Therefore, create a new block-style with a dashed borderline, a margin-left value of "20pt" and
the background-color set to the value "#E0E0E0". To have some space between the list and
any previous content, also set a margin-top value of "12pt".

Following screenshots show the settings for the block-style to be created (see Chapter 4,
Styles workspace for information on how to create user-defined styles):

Figure 3.48. Setting the border properties

Figure 3.49. Setting the margin properties
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Figure 3.50. Setting the background-color

After the style has benn created, open the content-editor and place the cursor within the list to
be formatted. The easiest way to select a single element is to select the corresponding path-
element in the status-line. In our example, select the "ol" element (ol = ordered list) as indicated
by the red marker in the following screenshot:

Figure 3.51. Selecting a content element from the path

Clicking on an element in the path, selects the complete element. In our example, the complete
list is now selected. Alternatively, you could also select a single element by range-selection
as shown in the next section.

Finally, select the previously created block-style from styles listbox. The block-style is then
applied to the selected element, i.e. the list:
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Figure 3.52. Applying a block-style to the selected element

See Section 3.8.2, “Applying styles” for additional information on how to use the styles listbox.

Applying a block-style to a sequence of elements

A block-style can also be wrapped around a sequence of content elements.

As an example, a paragraph shall be followed by a list. The paragraph and the list shall be
enclosed with a dashed box which is indented by 20pt and which is formatted with a grey
background color as shown in the following example:

To achieve this, create a block-style which has a dashed borderline, a margin-top value of
"12pt", a margin-left value of "20pt" and the background-color set to the value "#E0E0E0". You
can re-use the block-style of the previous section (see above).

Then open the content-editor and select the paragraph and the list (e.g. move the cursor to
the start of the paragraph, press Shift, move the cursor to the end of the list while keeping the
Shift key pressed, and then release the Shift key):
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Figure 3.53. Selecting content for applying the block-style

Now, select the block-style from styles listbox of the content-editor. The block-style is then
applied to both selected content elements:

Figure 3.54. Applying block-style to selected content

See Section 3.8.2, “Applying styles” for more information on how to use the styles listbox.
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 Cut operation

The "Cut" operation removes the currently selected text, paragraph(s) or any other selected
block and moves it to the Clipboard. The operation can also be called by the shortcut key Ctrl
+X. The removed block can then be inserted at some other position within the same content
node or some other content node by using the "Paste" operation (see Section 3.8.1, “Basic
editing”).

Note: See below for Firefox specific issues.

 Copy operation

The "Copy" operation copies the currently selected text, paragraph(s) or any other selected
block to the Clipboard. The operation can also be called by the shortcut key Ctrl+C. The copied
block can then be inserted at some other position (within the same content node or some other
content node) by using the "Paste" operation (see Section 3.8.1, “Basic editing”).

Note: See below for Firefox specific issues.

 Paste operation

The "Paste" operation inserts the content of the clipboard at the current cursor position. The
operation can also be called by the shortcut key Ctrl+V. By default the inserted text will also in-
clude the text formatting (i.e. inline- and block-styles of the source text). See Section 3.8.1,
“Basic editing” for information on pasting text from the clipboard as plain text (i.e. without any
formatting).

See also Cut and Copy operation.

Note: See below for Firefox specific issues.

 Paste as Plain Text

To insert the content of the clipboard as plain text, i.e. without any style information, perform
the following steps:

1. Click the "Paste as Plain Text" ( ) button. The plain-text mode of the paste operation is
now turned on (this is indicated by a highligthed "Paste as Plain Text" button; repeated
click on the button will switch between plain-text mode on and off).

2. Move the cursor to the position where the clipboard content shall be inserted.

3. Click the "Paste" (image) button or use shortcut key Ctrl+V to insert the content of the
clipboard at the current cursor position.

Note: After executing the "Paste" operation, the plain-text mode is turned off again, i.e. any
following paste operation will insert the text including the style information, as long as the plain-
text mode is not turned on again.

Enable Cut, Copy, Paste buttons in Mozilla (Firefox)

To protect users' private information, unprivileged scripts cannot invoke the Cut, Copy, and
Paste commands in the Mozilla rich text editor, so the corresponding buttons on the Mozilla
Rich Text Editing demo page will not work. To enable these functions for purposes of the demo,
you must modify your browser preferences.
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For Firefox:

1. Quit Firefox. If you have Quick Launch running (in Windows, an icon in the toolbar), quit
that too.

2. Find your Firefox profile directory.

3. Open the user.js file from that directory in a text editor. If there's no user.js file, create one.

4. Add these lines to user.js:

user_pref("capability.policy.policynames", "allowclipboard");
user_pref("capability.policy.allowclipboard.sites",
          "http://www.mozilla.org");
user_pref("capability.policy.allowclipboard.Clipboard.cutcopy",
          "allAccess");
user_pref("capability.policy.allowclipboard.Clipboard.paste", "allAccess");

*Change the URL "http://www.mozilla.org" to your server URL.

5. Save the file, and restart Firefox. The Clipboard buttons should now function.

Note: The preference is site as well as protocol specific. For example

user_pref("capability.policy.allowclipboard.sites",
          "http://www.mozilla.org")

is not the same as

user_pref("capability.policy.allowclipboard.sites",
          "https://www.mozilla.org")

(the first is http and the second is https). If you want to allow multiple URLs to access the Paste
operation, separate the URLs with a space. For example:

user_pref("capability.policy.allowclipboard.sites",
          "http://www.mozilla.org https://www.mozilla.org")

For more information, see http://www.mozilla.org/editor/midasdemo/securityprefs.html.

 Find operation

By clicking the "Find" button, the following dialog will be opened:

Figure 3.55. Content-editor: Find dialog

http://www.mozilla.org/editor/midasdemo/securityprefs.html
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Enter the search term, the search direction and whether the search shall be case sensitve or
not. Click the "Find next" button to find the first occurence of the search term in the selected
direction, starting from the current cursor position. If the search term was found, then the cursor
will be moved to the found text position and the matching text will be selected. Repeated click
on the "Find next" button will find all occurences of the search term in the selected direction
until the end/start of the content is reached.

 Find and Replace operation

By clicking the "Find and Replace" button, the following dialog will be opened:

Figure 3.56. Content-editor: Find and Replace dialog

The "Find and Replace" dialog contains the same input fields with the same functionality as
the "Find" dialog (see Section 3.8.1, “Basic editing”). Furthermore this dialog contains the but-
tons "Replace" and "Replace all", as well as an additional "Replace with" input field. When a
matching text using the "Find next" button was found, then this matching text can be replaced
by the text entered in the "Replace with" input field, by clicking the "Replace" button. Clicking
the "Replace all" button will replace all occurences of the search term in the selected search
direction, starting from the current cursor position.  

 Undo operation

By clicking on the "Undo" button, the last text change or formatting operation will be undone.
The "Undo" operation can also be called using the shortcut key Ctrl+Z.

See also Redo.

 Redo operation

If a text change or formatting operation was undone by mistake (see Undo), then clicking on the
"Redo" button will restore the last undone change. The "Redo" operation can also be called us-
ing the shortcut key Ctrl+Y. By repeated call of the "Redo" operation, multiple undo operations
can be restored successively.

 Insert/Edit Attributes

The "Insert/Edit Attributes" dialog allows to add and edit common attributes of content ele-
ments. Proceed as follows to add/edit attributes of an element:
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1. Place the cursor within an inline or block element.

2. Click on the "Insert/Edit Attributes" button ( ). The following dialog pops up:

Figure 3.57. Insert/Edit attributes dialog

3. Fill in the required attribute values and close the dialog by clicking the "Insert" button.

The attributes will be applied to the inner-most content element that encloses the cursor posi-
tion. For example, if a paragraph contains text which is formatted with the inline-style "bold"
and the cursor is placed within the bold text, then the attributes will be assigned only to the bold
text. Whereas, when the cursor is placed within the paragraph but outside of any inline-format-
ted text, then the attributes will be assigned to the whole paragraph.

3.8.2. Applying styles

 Strong

By clicking on this icon, the selected text will be marked as "strong". By default, a text marked as
"strong" will be formatted in bold. The format of text marked as "strong" is defined by the inline
style with ID "strong". See Chapter 4, Styles workspace for details on editing inline styles.  

 Emphasis

By clicking on this icon, the selected text will be marked as "emphasized". By default, a text
marked as "emphasized" will be formatted in italic. The format of text marked as "empha-
sized" is defined by the inline style with ID "emphasis". See Chapter 4, Styles workspace for
details on editing inline styles.
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 Underline

By clicking on this icon, the selected text will be marked as "underlined". By default, a text
marked as "underlined" will be underlined. Nevertheless, the formatting is defined by the inline
style with ID "underline" and can therefore be changed. See Chapter 4, Styles workspace for
details on editing inline styles.

 Strike-through

By clicking on this icon, the selected text will be marked as "strike-through". By default, a text
marked as "strike-through" will be formatted as crossed out. Nevertheless, the formatting is
defined by the inline style with ID "strike" and can therefore be changed. See Chapter 4, Styles
workspace for details on editing inline styles.

 Subscript

By clicking on this icon, the selected text will be formatted as a subscript (e.g. as the number
two in H2O).

 Superscript

By clicking on this icon, the selected text will be formatted as a superscript, e.g. as the number
two in x2 (mathematical notation for x multiplied by itself).

 Styles listbox

The styles drop-down listbox lists all styles that can be applied to the content by the user. Three
types of styles exist: inline-styles, block-styles and the system-defined index-term style (see
screenshot below). For more information on the creation of user-defined inline- and block-
styles see Chapter 4, Styles workspace.

Figure 3.58. Content editor style selection

Inline styles

The first section of the drop-down box lists all existing inline-styles in alphabetical order. To
apply an inline-style to text within a paragraph:
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1. Select the text to be formatted.

2. Select the inline-style from the drop-down list.

To remove an inline-style from text within a paragraph:

1. Select the complete text from which the inline-style shall be removed.

2. Select the currently assigned inline-style from the drop-down list or press the "Remove
formatting"  button (see Remove formatting).

Index styles

The second section of the drop-down listbox lists the system-defined index-term style which
is used to create hidden index entries. For more information on the creation of index entries
see "Creating index entries" in the tutorial.

Block styles

The third section of the drop-down box lists the user-defined block-styles in alphabetical order.
Perform the following steps to apply a block-style to one or more paragraphs:

1. Move the cursor to a position within the paragraph or select all paragraphs to be format-
ted.

2. Select the block-style from the drop-down list.

To remove a block-style from a single paragraph:

1. Move the cursor to a position within the paragraph or select the complete paragraph (e.g.
by triple-clicking a position within the paragraph).

2. Select the currently assigned block-style from the drop-down list or if the complete para-
graph is selected, press the "Remove formatting"  button (see Remove formatting).

To remove a block-style from a sequence of paragraphs:

1. Select all paragraphs from which the currently assigned block-style shall be removed.

2. Select the currently assigned block-style from the drop-down list or press the "Remove
formatting"  button (see Remove formatting).

Notes:

• A block style can only be applied to a complete paragraph or a sequence of paragraphs
(i.e. a block-style forces a line-break before and after the block), whereas an inline style
can only be applied to text within a paragraph (i.e. an inline-style will not cause any line-
breaks).

• The system-defined header styles and the product's default style are not listed in the
drop-down list, because these styles are not allowed to be applied by the user.

 Remove formatting

To remove a previously assigned inline-style from a selected text or to remove a block-style
from one or more selected paragraphs, following steps have to be performed:

1. Select the text or paragraphs from which the assigned styles shall be removed.

2. Click the "Remove formatting"  button.
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3.8.3. Aligning paragraphs

 Align left

By clicking on this icon, the paragraph at the current cursor position or if text is selected, the
paragraphs that contain the selected text, will be aligned left.

 Align center

By clicking on this icon, the paragraph at the current cursor position or if text is selected, the
paragraphs that contain the selected text, will be aligned centered.

 Align right

By clicking on this icon, the paragraph at the current cursor position or if text is selected, the
paragraphs that contain the selected text, will be aligned right.

 Align justified

By clicking on this icon, the paragraph at the current cursor position or if text is selected, the
paragraphs that contain the selected text, will be aligned justified.

3.8.4. Indenting paragraphs

 Indent

By clicking on this icon, the paragraph at the current cursor position or if text is selected, the
paragraphs that contain the selected text, will be indented. Repeated click on the indent button
will increase the indention.

 Outdent

By clicking on this icon, the paragraph at the current cursor position or if text is selected, the
paragraphs that contain the selected text, will be outdented (i.e. a previous indent operation
on the paragraph is undone). Repeated click on the outdent button will decrease the indention.

3.8.5. Lists

 Unordered list

By clicking on this icon, the paragraph at the current cursor position or if text is selected, the
paragraphs that contain the selected text, will be rendered as unordered list items (i.e. each
item of the list is marked with a bullet, circle or other marker symbol). The marker symbol can
be selected from the drop-down list:
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Figure 3.59. Unordered list drop-down

The spacing of the list items (indent, space before/after) can be defined in the publishing output
configuration (see Section 6.2.1.1, “General output settings”).

 Ordered list

By clicking on this icon, the paragraph at the current cursor position will be rendered as or-
dered list items, i.e. each item of the list is marked with a number, letter or another sequential
symbol. The marker symbol can be selected from the drop-down list:

Figure 3.60. Ordered list drop-down

If a text block is selected and the "ordered list" icon is clicked, then the paragraphs that contain
the selected text, will be rendered as an ordered list.

The spacing of the list items (indent, space before/after) can be defined in the publishing output
configuration (see Section 6.2.1.1, “General output settings”).

By default an ordered list starts with the sequential number 1. Nevertheless, if a previous list
has to be continued, it may be necessary to start the ordered list with a higher number. This
can be achieved as follows:

1. Place the cursor at the first list item (for which the list number shall be changed).

2. Click on the "Insert/Edit Attributes"  button (see Edit attributes). This will open the
following dialog:
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Figure 3.61. Insert/Edit attributes dialog

3. Insert the "Start value" in the "List attributes" section and close the dialog by clicking the
"Insert" button.

The list will then be continued with the entered start value. To continue with the default num-
bering, open the "Insert/Edit Attributes" dialog and delete the list item start value.

The nesting level of a list item can be increased or descreased as follows:

1. Place the cursor on the list item.

2. Click the "Indent"  or "Outdent"  button to increase or decrease the nesting level.

3.8.6. Tables

 Insert / edit table

Proceed as follows to insert a new table or to edit an existing table:

1. To insert a new table, place the cursor at the position where the table shall be inserted.
To edit an existing table select the table by placing the cursor within the table or by
clicking on the border of the table.

2. Click the "Insert/edit table"  button. This opens following dialog:
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Figure 3.62. Insert / edit table dialog

3. Enter the number of columns and rows.

4. Optionally enter the following values in the "General" tab:

Cellpadding:
Enter the number of pixels for cellpadding. The padding will be applied to all cells of the
table.

Cellspacing:
Enter the number of pixels for cellspacing. The spacing will be applied to all cells of the
table. Currently the cellspacing is only supported for HTML output. For PDF output the
cellspacing will always be zero.

Alignment:
Select an alignment value from the list:

• Select "Center" to center the table (horizontally).

• Select "Left", to left-align the table and let the following text float around the table
on its right-side.

• Select "Right", to right-align the table and let the following text float around the
table on its left-side.

If the alignment is set to "Left" or "Right", some space is inserted between the table and
the content that floats around the table. To change the default spacing for left-aligned ta-
bles, change the margin-values of the block-style "float_left". Accordingly, to change
the default spacing for right-aligned tables, change the margin-values of the block-style
"float_right". For more information see the description of the pre-defined block-styles
"float_left" and "float_right" in Section 4.2, “Pre-defined styles”. Note that these
styles also define the floating space for left-/right-aligned images.
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Note:

Currently, the table alignment is not supported for print-output. In other words, for PDF
export, a table is always left-aligned, no matter what alignment value has been set for
this table. However, a table can be indented for PDF export. To do this, select a style
with the required margin-values as table class. See the description of the input-field
"Class" below.

Border:
Enter the border-width in pixels. The value "0" means no border. The border width will
only affect the outer frame of the table. The default width of inner borders, can be con-
trolled by the block-style "table_cell" (see Section 4.2, “Pre-defined styles”).

Width:
Enter the width of the table in pixels (e.g. "150") or in percentage (e.g. "80%").

If no value is supplied, then for HTML output the width will be determined by the content,
whereas for PDF output the width will be the complete width of the block (e.g. paragraph).
Therefore, to have the same layout for HTML and PDF it is recommended to always
supply a value for the table-width.

Height:
Enter the height of the table in pixels. Currently the table-height is only supported for
HTML output. If no value is given, then the table-height is determined by the content of
the cells. For PDF output the table-height is always determined by the content of the cells
(nevertheless, it is possible to increase the height of rows by inserting empty paragraphs).

Class:
Select a style-ID as table class. The selected style is then applied to the table (including
the table caption if existent). For example, to indent a table, select one of the indent-lev-
elX classes, where X is the indention level.

Table caption:
Check the "Table Caption" box to add a title-line to the table. After insertion/update of
the table, the title-line is displayed as a separate line before or after the table. In the
exported publication, the title includes an automatically generated table number (e.g. if
the first table in the publication has the title "My table", then the title in the publication
will be "Table 1: My Table"). Whether the title is placed before or after the table can
be set in the output configuration (see Section 6.2.1.1, “General output settings”).

Note:

The table caption has to be activated for all tables that need to be referenced from within
a paragraph. To be able to reference a table, you also have to supply a table-identifier
(see the description of the input-field "Id" below). For an introduction on how to refer-
ence a table see "Referencing images and tables" in the tutorial.

Allow page break in table:
By default page-breaks are not allowed within tables. This means, if the height of the
table is larger than the remaining space on the current page, then by default the table
will be moved to the next page. This also means that if the height of a table is larger than
the height of a complete page, the table will be cut off at the bottom of the page. To avoid
this, you can allow page-breaks within a table by checking this box.

5. Optionally enter the following values in the "Advanced" tab:
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Id:
Enter a unique identifier for the table. The Id value can then be used to create an internal
link to this table. For an introduction on how to reference a table see "Referencing images
and tables" in the tutorial.

Frame:
The frame property defines which borders of the outer table frame will get a border line. If
borders are activated (see border property), then by default all sides of the table will get
a border line. This default behaviour can be changed by selecting one of the following
"Frame" values:

Value Description
void No border lines at all.
above Only one border line at the top of the table.
below Only one border line at the bottom of the table.
hsides Only the horizontal border lines, i.e. at the top and at the bottom of the

table.
lhs Only one border line at the left-hand side.
rhs Only one border line at the right-hand side.
vsides Only the vertical border lines, i.e. at the left- and right-hand side.
box, border All four sides of the table (same as the default).

Rules:
The rules property defines which inner borders will get a border line. If borders are
activated (see border property), then by default all inner border lines will be visible. This
default behaviour can be changed by selecting one of the following "Rules" values:

Value Description
none No inner border lines at all.
rows Show only the horizontal row lines.
cols Show only the vertical column lines.
groups Show only border lines of grouped cells.
all Show all inner border lines.

Border color:
Select a border color for the outer frame of the table. If you do not supply a border color
in the "table_cell" block-style, then this color will also be used for the inner borders of
the table.

Background color:
Select a default background color for the complete table. The default background color
can be overwritten by supplying a different color for single rows or cells.

6. Click the "Update" or "Insert" button to close the dialog. If a table was selected, then the
table is updated to reflect the supplied settings. Otherwise a new table is inserted at the
current cursor position..

 Table row properties

Proceed as follows to update the properties of

• a selected row, or

• all rows, or

• all odd rows, or
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• all even rows

of a table:

1. Select a table row by placing the cursor in one of the row's cells.

2. Click the "Table row properties"  button.

3. Set the row properties in the "General tab":

Row in table part:
Select whether the row shall be placed in the body part, head part or foot part of the table.
By default rows are placed in the body part. Whether a row is placed in the body part,
head part or foot part of a table will have no impact on the formatting of the contents.
Nevertheless, it will be stored as semantic information. The formatting of the row can be
controlled by the class property (see below).  

Alignment:
Select whether the content within the cells shall be centered, left-aligned or right-aligned.

Vertical alignment:
Select whether the content within a cell shall be centered, top-aligned or bottom-aligned.
This setting will only have effect when the height of the content is smaller than the height
of the row.

Class:
Select a style class to define the formatting for the complete row.

Height:
Enter the height of the row in pixels. Currently the row-height is only supported for HTML
output (i.e. for PDF output the height is always determined by the content). Alternatively
the height of a row can also be increased by including line breaks or empty paragraphs
in the content of a row cell.

4. Optionally set the row properties in the "Advanced" tab:

Background color:
Select the background color that shall be applied to all cells within the row.

5. Select whether the changes shall be applied only to the current row (cursor position), to
all odd rows, to all even rows or to all rows of the table, by selecting the corresponding
value from the selection list above the "Update" button.

6. Click the "Update" button to close the dialog and to apply the changes to the table row(s).

 Table cell properties

Proceed as follows to update the properties of

• a single cell, or

• all cells in the row, or

• all cells in the table.

1. Select a table cell by placing the cursor in the cell.

2. Click the "Table cell properties"  button.

3. Set the cell properties in the "General tab":
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Alignment:
Select whether the content in the cell shall be centered, left-aligned or right-aligned.

Cell type:
Select the type of the cell. By default the type of a cell is "Data". Change the type of
a cell to "Header" for cells which represent header fields (e.g. contain the title of a col-
umn). The formatting of a "Data" cell is determined by the block-style with ID "table_cell".
The formatting of a "Header" cell is determined by the block-style with ID "table_header".
See Chapter 4, Styles workspace for more information on defining block styles.

Vertical alignment:
Select whether the content within the cell shall be centered, top-aligned or bot-
tom-aligned. This setting will only have effect when the height of the content is smaller
than the height of the cell.

Scope:
Defines for which remaining rows or columns the current cell has the notion of a head-
er. This is useful for interactive media which support voice output. For print output this
property has no effect.

Width:
Enter the width of the cell in pixels (e.g. "100") or percentage (e.g. "15%").

Height:
Enter the height of the cell in pixels (e.g. "50"). Currently this property is not supported
for print output (i.e. for PDF output the height is always determined by the content).
Nevertheless, the height of a cell can be increased in print output by including line breaks
(Shift+Enter) or empty paragraphs in the content of the cell.

Class:
Select a style class to define the formatting of the cell(s).

4. Optionally set the cell properties in the "Advanced" tab:

Border color:
Select the border color of the cell(s). This will only have effect when borders are activated
(see "Insert/modify table" above for information on how to activate cell borders).

Background color:
Select the background color that shall be applied to the cell(s).

5. Select from the selection list above the "Update" button whether the changes shall be ap-
plied only to the current cell (cursor position), to all cells in the current row or to all cells of
the table.

6. Click the "Update" button to close the dialog and to apply the changes to the table cell(s).

  Insert row before / after

Proceed as follows to insert a row:

1. Select a table row by placing the cursor in any cell of the row.

2. Click the "Insert row before"  button to insert a new row before the selected row, or
click the "Insert row after"  button to insert a new row after the selected row.
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 Delete row

Proceed as follows to delete a row:

1. Select a table row by placing the cursor in any cell of the row.

2. Click the "Delete row"  button.

  Insert column before / after

Proceed as follows to insert a column:

1. Select a table column by placing the cursor in any cell of the column.

2. Click the "Insert column before"  button to insert a new column before the selected
column, or click the "Insert column after"  button to insert a new column after the se-
lected column.

 Delete column

Proceed as follows to delete a column:

1. Select a table column by placing the cursor in any cell of the column.

2. Click the "Remove column"  button.

 Merge table cells

Proceed as follows to merge table cells:

1. Select the cells to be merged by dragging and dropping the cursor from the upper-left
to the lower-right cell.

2. Click the "Merge table cells"  button.

 Split table cells

Proceed as follows to split table cells, i.e. undo a previous merging of table cells:

1. Select a merged table cell by placing the cursor in the cell.

2. Click the "Split merged table cells"  button.

3.8.7. Images

 Insert/edit image

Perform following steps to insert an image into the content:

1. Place the cursor at the position where the image shall be inserted.

2. Click the "Insert/edit image"  button. This will open the following dialog:
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Figure 3.63. Insert / edit image dialog

3. Enter the image URL or select an image from the Image list.

An image which was uploaded into an image folder, can be referenced with the following
image URL:

  image/[alias]

where [alias] is the alias name of the image (i.e. the filename without file extension).

4. Enter an image description. The image description may be useful for users with disabil-
ities. Furthermore, for interative output formats (e.g. web-based) the image description
may be shown as pop-up text when the user moves the mouse over the image.

5. Optionally enter an image title. If a title is supplied, then a caption-line is added in front
or after the image. The caption-line includes an automatically generated figure number
and the image title. Therefore, an image with title should always be placed in a separate
paragraph. See Section 6.2.1.1, “General output settings” for information on how to con-
figure the caption-line output options.

6. Optionally set an alignment value as described below.

7. Optionally define the image size as described below

8. Optionally set a style-class as described below.

9. Optionally enter a unique image ID as described below.

10.Click the "Insert" button to close the dialog. The image is then inserted at the current
cursor position.
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To edit an image, select the image (single click on the image) and click the "Insert/edit image"
 button.

Defining the image size

By default, the image is displayed with its original width and height (for print-output, the source
resolution in dpi can be defined in the output configuration; see Section 6.2, “Output configu-
ration”). To change the display size of the image, select the "Appearance" tab and enter the
width and height in pixels into the "Dimensions" input-fields.

Figure 3.64. Setting the image dimensions

If you want to define a different image size for print-output, you can enter specific print-width
and print-height values into the "Style" field. For example, to define a print-height of 10 pixels
and a print-width of 80% of the available page-width, enter the value

print-height:10px; print-width:80%;

into the "Style" field.

Setting the image alignment

Select the "Appearance" tab and choose an alignment value from the list.

The alignment value controls, how text that follows the image floats around the image. By
default, i.e. if no alignment value is set, the following text just appears after the image, either
inline (if the image has no title) or in a new line (if the image is rendered with caption-line).

Usually, this setting is used, to let the text float around the image. This can be achieved by
setting the alignment to either "Left" or "Right". If the alignment is set to "Left", then the
image is moved to the outer-left and the text that follows floats around the image on the right-
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side. Respectively, if the alignment is set to "Right", then the image is moved to the outer-right
and the text that follows floats around the image on the left-side.

Note:

Currently, the alignment is not supported for print-output (i.e. for PDF output the alignment
setting is ignored). This may change in the future, as soon as Apache FOP supports floating
elements.

By default, some space is inserted between the image and the text that floats around the
image. To change the default spacing for left-aligned images, change the margin-values of
the block-style "float_left". Accordingly, to change the default spacing for right-aligned im-
ages, change the margin-values of the block-style "float_right". For more information see
the description of the pre-defined block-styles "float_left" and "float_right" in Sec-
tion 4.2, “Pre-defined styles”. Note that these styles also define the floating space for left-/
right-aligned tables.

Setting a style-class

Select the "Appearance" tab and choose a style-ID from the "Class" list. If a class is selected,
then, on publication export, the image is automatically enclosed in a block formatted with the
selected style.

Note:

Currently, setting the style-class is not supported for print-output (i.e. for PDF output the style-
class is ignored).

For web-based output, the style-class can not only be used to change the formatting of certain
images, but it can also be used to control the behavior, e.g. if the user clicks on the image.
The chapter '#tut_html_preview_images' in the tutorial gives an example of such a usage.

Note:

If the image is not an inline image and no style-class is set, then, on export, the im-
age is automatically enclosed in a block with style-ID "mediaobject". See chapter
'#tut_html_preview_images' in the tutorial, how this can be used to assign a default behavior
when a user clicks on a non-inline image.

Setting an image ID

An image ID has to be set, if it is required to reference the image from within the text. See
'#ref_images_tables' in the tutorial for an example on how to create a textual reference to an
image.

Select the "Advanced" tab and enter an identifier into the input-field named "ID". The identifier
has to be unique within the complete product documentation. Furthermore, it is not allowed to
enter an ID that is already used as alias name within the product documentation.

Inline images

If no image title is set and the alignment is not set to "Left" or "Right", then the image is
automatically treated as an inline image (i.e. the image appears within the line at the position
where it was inserted).
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3.8.8. Links

 Insert/edit link

Perform following steps to insert an internal or external link:

1. Select the text that shall be transformed to a link element.

2. Click the "Insert/edit link"  button. The following dialog pops up:

3. Fill in the "Link URL". Four types of links can be distinguished:

• Content link:
A content link references a position within the content. A content link can reference
a section- or content-node or a content-element to which an ID is assigned (e.g. an
inserted image or table). A content link always starts with a hash character (#) followed
by the alias name or ID of the target. For example, to create a link to the section with
alias name "introduction", enter the link URL "#introduction":

• File link:
A file link references a file-node. The URL of a file link has to start with "file/", fol-
lowed by the alias name of the file, e.g. "file/my_file". Note that file-links are only
supported for HTML-based output formats, but not for print-output. In print-output the
link text is rendered as plain text. In HTML-based output, the referenced files are in-
cluded in exported publications (in the sub-folder "files"). Clicking on a file link opens
the file in the same or a new window, depending on the HTML output-configuration
(see the "File/external link target window" setting in chapter Section 6.2.1.3, “HTML
output settings”).

• Image link:
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An image link is similar to a file link, except that it references an image-node. The URL
of an image link has to start with "image/", followed by the alias name of the image,
e.g. "image/my_pic". In HTML-based output, the referenced images are included in
exported publications (in the sub-folder "images").

• External link:
If the link URL does not start with a hash character (#) or "file/" or "image/", then
the URL is an external link. An external link has to be an absolute URL including the
protocol and server name (e.g. "http://www.docmenta.org"). The output config-
uration option "Show external URL" allows to control whether the URL shall be ap-
pended to the link text or shown as footnote for print output (see Section 6.2, “Output
configuration”).

Note that instead of directly entering the external URL, it is possible to store URLs
as titles of content-nodes and then enter an inline-inclusion expression in the "Link
URL" field. For example, if you have set the text "http://www.docmenta.org"
as title of a node with alias name "docmenta_url", then you can enter the
text "[#docmenta_url]" as link URL, instead of directly entering "http://
www.docmenta.org".

4. Select the title options to control the rendering of the link text during publication export:

"Use target title" checkbox
If the "Use target title" box is checked, then the publication export process will
automatically replace the text of the link element by the number and/or title of the
referenced element. If the output format is print media, then the generated link text can
also include the page number of the referenced element. For example, if the second
chapter has the title "Introduction" and starts on page 5, then a link which references
this chapter will be rendered as "Chapter 2, Introduction (page 5)". The default link
text generation can be customized using Gentext templates (see Section 3.6, “Gentext
configuration”). Furthermore the output configuration option "Include page numbers in
references" allows to control whether page numbers are appended to the generated link
text (see Section 6.2, “Output configuration”). If the default link text generation is not
adequat for a reference, then the default link text generation can be influenced by the
following listbox settings.

Label listbox
The label listbox can be set to one of the following values

Value Example Description

Label+number Figure 3 The generated link text includes a label name
(e.g. Chapter, Figure, Table, ...) and the num-
ber of the referenced element.

Label Figure The generated link text includes the label
name (but no number).

Number 3 The generated link text will only include the
number of the referenced element.

Title listbox
The title listbox can be set to one of the following values:
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Value Example Description

Title First steps Title without quotes.

Quoted title "First steps" Title in quotes.

Page listbox
The page listbox allows to control whether the page number of the referenced element
shall be included in the generated link text or not. This option will only have an effect for
page oriented output formats like PDF. Following options exist:

Value Example Description

Configuration
dependent

The page number will only be included
in the generated link text during export, if
the option "Include page numbers in refer-
ences" was activated in the output configu-
ration (see Section 6.2, “Output configura-
tion”).

Page Table 3 (page 25)

page 25

The page number will be included in the
generated link text. If the link text also in-
cludes other information like label number
and/or title, then the page number will by
default be appended in parenthesis. Oth-
erwise the link text will only consist of the
page number.

No page The page number will be suppressed even
if the inclusion of page numbers was con-
figured in the output configuration.

If no value is selected in the label and title listboxes and the page listbox is set to "Con-
figuration dependent", then the default link text generation will be used.

If the "Use target title" box is checked and the link URL is an external link, then the link
text will be replaced by the link URL. In this case the label, title and page listboxes will
have no effect.

"for print only" checkbox
Check the "for print only" box, if you want to supply a different link text for print-output (e.g
PDF) than for interactive output (e.g. HTML). Enter the link text to be used for print-output
in the input field above. The link text can also be an inline inclusion element (see "Inline
inclusions" in the tutorial). For example, this can be used to create bibliographic entries.

If both, the "for print only" box and the "Use target title" box are checked, then the link
text will be replaced by the title of the referenced element only when a  publication for
print-output (e.g. PDF) is exported. For example, for interactive output formats it is often
sufficient to use a general link text like "see here", whereas the link text for print output
should include the referenced section number and section title.

5. Click the "Insert" button to create the link.

To edit a link, place the cursor on the link element and click the "Insert/edit link"  button.

See also:
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• See "Linking content" in the tutorial for an introduction on how to use internal and external
links.

• The formatting of internal and external links is defined by the styles "link" and
"link_external". See Section 4.2, “Pre-defined styles” for more information.

• The default behaviour for including page numbers and URLs in the generated link text
can be configured by output options as described in Section 6.2, “Output configuration”.

• The default link text generation can be customized using Gentext templates (see Sec-
tion 3.6, “Gentext configuration”).

 Unlink

If a text which is currently marked as a link element shall no longer be rendered as a link, then
proceed as follows:

1. Place the cursor on the link element.

2. Click the "Unklink"  button.

3.8.9. Anchors

 Anchor

An anchor element allows to attach a unique identifier (alias name) to a selected text posi-
tion. This way it is possible to create an internal link that references a text position within a
content node. Perform following steps to create an anchor element:

1. Select the text that shall be referenced by an internal link.

2. Click the "Anchor"  button. This opens the following dialog:

Figure 3.65. Anchor dialog

3. Enter the alias name (i.e. an unique identifier) for the anchor in the "ID" field of the dialog.
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4. Optionally enter a descriptive text in the "Title" field. This title will be used as the link
text of all links that reference this anchor and which have set the "Use target title" option
(see Insert/edit link). If the "Title" field is left empty, then the text enclosed by the anchor
element will be used as title instead.

5. Close the dialog by clicking the "Insert" button. The selected text will then be enclosed
by an anchor element.

See Insert/edit link for information on how to create an internal link which references an element
(e.g. an anchor) by its alias name.

3.8.10. Special characters

3.8.10.1. Character entities

 Insert custom character

Proceed as follows to insert a custom character:

1. Place the cursor at the text position where the character shall be inserted.

2. Click the "Insert custom character"  button. A dialog pops up with a pick-list of all con-
figured character entities.

3. Click on the character to be inserted. This will close the dialog and the character will be
inserted at the current cursor position.

The selected character will be inserted as a numeric character entity into the source, e.g. the
copyright sign will be inserted as &#169; (note: according to the unicode specification the code
point 169 represents the copyright sign). An administrator can configure the list of custom
characters that are presented in the pick-list. Please contact your administrator if a character
shall be added to the pick-list.

For administrators: see Section 7.4, “Defining character entities” for information on how to
configure character entities.

3.8.10.2. Non-breaking space

 Insert non-breaking-space

A non-breaking-space character (numeric entity &#160;) can easily be inserted by clicking on
the "Insert non-breaking-space"  button. A non-breaking-space can be used for two purpos-
es:

1. Place a non-breaking-space character between two words, to avoid a line-break between
the two words.

2. A sequence of "normal" space characters will be replaced by a single space character in
the exported publication. To add additional space, a sequence of non-breaking-space
characters can be used instead of "normal" space characters.

 Visual control characters

Click the "Visual control characters" button to turn the visual control characters mode on/
off. When the mode is turned on, the "Visual control characters" button is highlighted. When
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the mode is turned on, all non-breaking-space characters in the content are indicated by a
gray background color.

Note: Any non-breaking-space characters that are inserted after the mode was turned on
will not be highlighted. Turn the mode off and on again, to highlight newly inserted non-break-
ing-space characters.

3.8.11. Templates

 Insert template content

Proceed as follows to insert a predefined template content:

1. Place the cursor at the position where the template content shall be inserted.

2. Click the "Insert predefined content template"  button. This will open a dialog:

Figure 3.66. Templates dialog

3. Select a template from the template list. A preview of the template will be shown in the
preview area below the selection list.

4. Click the "Insert" button to close the dialog. The selected template will then be inserted
at the current cursor position.

See "Templates" in the tutorial for an introduction on how to create and use content templates.

3.8.12. Editing the HTML source

 Edit HTML source

Proceed as follows to directly edit the HTML source code of a content node:

1. Click the "Edit HTML source"  button . This will open a dialog showing the HTML source
code.
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2. Edit the HTML source code and close the dialog by clicking the "Update" button.

After closing the dialog, the updated content will be shown in the content editor.

Warning:
Normally, direct editing of HTML source code should not be necessary. Nevertheless, in cas-
es where content is corrupted, e.g. when invalid content was inserted by copy & paste, this
function can be used to clean the HTML source code. Please be aware that inproper use of
this function can lead to invalid content nodes which can cause errors during preview or pub-
lication export.

3.8.13. Controlling page breaks
Normally, page breaks are automatically inserted by the formatter. However, in few cases it
may be usefull to explicitely set a page break. Docmenta allows you to manually insert a page
break before or after a paragraph or table. Furthermore you can define "keep together" blocks
that tell the formatter to not insert any page breaks within these blocks.

3.8.13.1. Hard page breaks

A hard page break always forces a page break at that point (compare with soft page breaks
below).You can insert a hard page break before or after a paragraph or table, by adding one
of the following the style properties:

Style property Description

page-break-before:always; Insert a hard page break before a paragraph or
table.

page-break-after:always; Insert a hard page break after a paragraph or
table.

To insert a page break before a paragraph, position the cursor within the paragraph (but outside
of any inline style) and click the "Insert / edit attributes" button ( ). This will open following
dialog, where you can enter the page break property into the style input field:
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Figure 3.67. Inserting a hard page break before a paragraph

Note:

It is discouraged to use hard page breaks, because the next time you edit your documentation
and export the publication you may find that your hard page break is positioned higher up or
lower down on the page. This will most likely lead to inappropriate page breaks. Instead of
hard page you may consider using soft page breaks, which are described below.

3.8.13.2. Keep together blocks

Sometimes it is not desired to have page breaks within a certain block of content. For example
if you have some code listing you may want to tell the formatter to not insert page breaks within
this listing, because the listing shall be presented on one page for better readability.

You can achieve this by enclosing the content in a "keep together" block. A keep together
block is a special kind of block style. Perform following steps to create a "keep together" block:

1. Select the content to be enclosed.

2. Select the "Keep Together" style from the Styles drop-down list (see Section 3.8.2, “Ap-
plying styles”).

"Keep together" blocks are highlighted in the preview with a dashed grey border-line on the
right-hand side.
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Chapter 4. Styles workspace

4.1. Inline- and block styles
The styles workspace contains two separate lists: one for inline-styles and one for block-styles.

Figure 4.1. Styles workspace

A block-style can only be applied to a complete paragraph or a sequence of paragraphs (i.e.
a block-style forces a line-break before and after the block), whereas an inline-style can only
be applied to text within a paragraph (i.e. an inline-style will not cause any line-breaks).

Styles can be applied to content during editing in the content editor. See chapter Section 3.8.2,
“Applying styles” for details on how to apply an inline- or block-style to content.

4.2. Pre-defined styles

Inline-styles

Following table lists the inline-styles that are pre-defined by Docmenta:

Style-ID Description

emphasis The style with ID "emphasis" is applied to all elements which are
marked as "emphasized" (using the  button; see Emphasis).

strong The style with ID "strong" is applied to all elements which are
marked as "strong" (using the  button; see Strong).

underline The style with ID "underline" is applied to all elements which are
marked as "underlined" (using the  button; see Underline).

strike The style with ID "strike" is applied to all elements which are
marked as "strike-through" (using the  button; see Strikethrough).
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link The style with ID "link" is applied to all link elements (i.e. ele-
ments created with the  button; see Insert/edit link). By default
the style is applied to internal and external links. See also style
"link_external" below.

link_visited If an inline-style with ID "link_visited" exists, then this style is
applied to links which have already been visited by the user. The style
"link_visited" is only supported for HTML output.

link_focus If an inline-style with ID "link_focus" exists, then this style is
applied to the link which currently has the input focus. The style
"link_focus" is only supported for HTML output.

link_hover If an inline-style with ID "link_hover" exists, then this style is ap-
plied to the link while the mouse-pointer is moved over the link. The
style "link_hover" is only supported for HTML output.

link_active If an inline-style with ID "link_active" exists, then this style is
applied to the link which was last visited by the user. The style
"link_active" is only supported for HTML output.

link_external If an inline-style with ID "link_external" exists, then this style is
applied to all external links (instead of the "link" style). This way
it is possible to have different styles for internal and external links.
Note: The style "link_external" is currently only supported for
HTML output.

footnote Text that is formatted with the inline-style "footnote" is rendered
as footnote. See 'Creating footnotes' in the tutorial for an introduction
on using footnotes.

indexterm If an inline-style with ID "indexterm" exists, then this style defines
the highlighting of index-terms in the preview-area. If no style with this
ID is defined, then the system's default style for index-terms is used.
The highlighting of index-terms is applied only if the menu-item "Show
index terms" (see Section 3.7, “Toolbar”) is checked. See 'Creating
index entries' in the tutorial for more information on index-terms.

breadcrumb_node If breadcrumbs-navigation is enabled for web-based output
(see Section 6.2.1.3, “HTML output settings”), then the style
"breadcrumb_node" defines the formatting of the nodes within the
breadcrumbs-path. See also the block-style "breadcrumbs".

Table 4.1. Pre-defined inline-styles

Block-styles

Following table lists the pre-defined block-styles that are common for all output formats. Some
of these styles are automatically created for new products and can be edited by the user. If
one of the styles listed below does not exist, it can be created by the user, if needed.

For example, if the title-pages of publications do not contain an abstract, then the style "ab-
stract" does not have to exist. However, if an abstract is added to the title-page, and the
default formatting of the abstract is not approriate, then the formatting can be customized, by
creating a block-style with ID "abstract" and setting the formatting-properties of this style
as required.
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Style-ID Description

abstract The style "abstract" defines the formatting of the abstract that
appear on the publication's title page. See Section 6.1, “Publication
configuration” for more information on how to set the abstract text.

author The style "author" defines the formatting of a single author name
that appears on the publication's title page. See also block-style au-
thorgroup.

authorgroup The style "authorgroup" defines the formatting of the block that
contains all author names that appear on the publication's title
page. See Section 6.1, “Publication configuration” for more informa-
tion on how to set the author names. See also block-style author.

caption The style "caption" defines the formatting of image and table titles
(if a title/caption was assigned to the image/table). For example, edit
this style to define, that image and table titles shall be formatted in
italics.

copyright The style "copyright" defines the formatting of the copyright that
appears on the publication's title page. See Section 6.1, “Publication
configuration” for more information on how to set the copyright text.

corpauthor The style "corpauthor" defines the formatting of the corporation
name that appears on the publication's title page. See Section 6.1,
“Publication configuration” for more information on how to set the
name of the corporation.

default The style "default" defines formatting properties which are ap-
plied to the complete product documentation. For example, you can
use this style to set the default font-family to "Sans-serif" and the de-
fault font-size to 10pt.

headerX

where X is a number
from 1 to 6

The "header1" style defines the formatting of the header on the first
level, i.e. the publication title (which appears on the title page). The
"header2" style defines the formatting of the second level headers,
i.e. the chapter headers. The "header3" style defines the format-
ting of the third level headers, i.e. the section headers below chapter.
The "header4" style defines the formatting of the fourth level head-
ers, and so on. The header styles for up to six levels are pre-defined.

Note: The headerX styles cannot be assigned manually. These
styles are automatically assigned to the section titles depending on
the level of the section within the publication.

header_XXX

where XXX is a se-
quence of letters and/
or digits

Styles which have an ID with prefix "header_" are informal header
styles. After creating a new product, one informal header style with
ID "header_para" exists. Though, any number of informal header
styles can be created by the user. A paragraph which is formatted as
an informal header, will be kept together on the same page as the
paragraph that follows the informal header (i.e. the formatter assures
that no page-break will be inserted between an informal header and
the paragraph which directly follows the informal header). Note: an
informal header will not be listed in the publication's table of contents.
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legalnotice The style "legalnotice" defines the formatting of the legal notice
that appears on the publication's title page. See Section 6.1, “Pub-
lication configuration” for more information on how to set the legal
notice text.

othercredit The style "othercredit" defines the formatting of the credits that
appears on the publication's title page. See Section 6.1, “Publication
configuration” for more information on how to set the credits text.

partheader The style "partheader" defines the formatting of book part head-
ers (i.e. if the output-configuration is set to render the first section lev-
el as book parts; see Section 6.2, “Output configuration” for more in-
formation).

pubdate The style "pubdate" defines the formatting of the publication
date that appears on the publication's title page. See Section 6.1,
“Publication configuration” for more information on how to set the
publication date.

releaseinfo The style "releaseinfo" defines the formatting of the release
information that appears on the publication's title page. See Sec-
tion 6.1, “Publication configuration” for more information on how to
set the release information.

subtitle The style with ID "subtitle" defines the formatting of the
publication's subtitle on the title page.

table_cell The style with ID "table_cell" defines the formatting properties
which will be applied to all table cells within a publication. Be aware
that if this style defines a border-style value, then this setting will over-
write the "rules" setting of all tables!

table_header The style with ID "table_header" defines the formatting properties
which will be applied to all table-header cells within a publication (see
Section 3.8.6, “Tables” for more information).

Table 4.2. Pre-defined block-styles common for all output formats

Following table lists all pre-defined block-styles which are specific for page-oriented output
(e.g. PDF):
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Style-ID Description

authorgroup_back The style "authorgroup_back" defines the formatting of the au-
thor names on the backside of the publication's title page. See Sec-
tion 6.1, “Publication configuration” for more information on how to
set the author names.

corpauthor_back The style "corpauthor_back" defines the formatting of the corpo-
ration name on the backside of the publication's title page. See Sec-
tion 6.1, “Publication configuration” for more information on how to
set the name of the corporation.

page_header The style with ID "page_header" defines the formatting of the
header on each page.

page_footer The style with ID "page_footer" defines the formatting of the foot-
er on each page.

title_back The style with ID "title_back" defines the formatting of the pub-
lication-title on the backside of the publication's title page.

Table 4.3. Pre-defined block-styles for page-oriented output

Following table lists all pre-defined block-styles, which are specific for web-based output (e.g.
HTML):
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Style-ID Description

breadcrumbs The style "breadcrumbs" defines the formatting of the block that
contains the breadcrumbs-navigation (if breadcrumbs-navigation is
enabled in the output-configuration; see Section 6.2.1.3, “HTML out-
put settings”). See also inline-style "breadcrumb_node".

float_left If the alignment of an image or table is set to "Left" as described in
Section 3.8.7, “Images” or Section 3.8.6, “Tables”, then the image/ta-
ble is automatically formatted with the style "float_left". If a style
with ID "float_left" does not exist, then a default formatting is
used that inserts space on the right-side and at the bottom of the
floating image/table. To change the default spacing, create a block-
style with ID "float_left" (if not existent) and set the margin-val-
ues of this style as required.

float_right If the alignment of an image or table is set to "Right" as described in
Section 3.8.7, “Images” or Section 3.8.6, “Tables”, then the image/ta-
ble is automatically formatted with the style "float_right". If a style
with ID "float_right" does not exist, then a default formatting is
used that inserts space on the left-side and at the bottom of the float-
ing image/table. To change the default spacing, create a block-style
with ID "float_right" (if not existent) and set the margin-values of
this style as required.

navheader The style "navheader" defines the formatting of the navigation
block in the header of each HTML page.

navfooter The style "navfooter" defines the formatting of the navigation
block in the footer of each HTML page.

titlepage The style "titlepage" defines the formatting of the title page block
for HTML output.

webhelptitle1 This style only applies to WebHelp output. The style defines the for-
matting of the first line in the header bar.

webhelptitle2 This style only applies to WebHelp output. The style defines the for-
matting of the second line in the header bar.

Table 4.4. Pre-defined block-styles for web-based output

Advanced WebHelp Formatting:

For WebHelp output you can additionally change the layout and formatting by editing the
Cascading Stylesheets in the file  positioning.css, which is one of the WebHelp con-
figuration files. Editing this file is recommended for advanced users only. It needs knowledge
of the W3C Cascading Stylesheet Language and the structure of the WebHelp output. See
Section 6.2.5, “Customizing the Web-Help output” for more information on customizing the
WebHelp output.

The WebHelp configuration files also include images which are inserted in the webhelp out-
put (e.g. the logos and the background image in the header bar). You can replace these
image-files by your own images to customize the WebHelp output.
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4.3. Creating a user-defined style
To create a new user-defined style, click the button "New" next to the Inline-Styles or Block-
Styles list. This opens the following dialog:

Figure 4.2. New style dialog

Enter a Style-ID to be used as a unique name for this style. Spaces or punctuation characters
are not allowed within the Style-ID. Optionally, you can supply a Style-Name that can be a
more descriptive text. The Style-Name can contain spaces and punctuation characters.

Note:

It is recommended to choose a Style-ID and Style-Name that describe the semantic of the
style rather then the physical formatting. For example, the Style-ID "warning_header" is
preferable to "bold_header", because the former indicates that the style shall be used
for warnings, whereas the latter prescribes the formatting. In the latter case, if you need to
change the formatting from bold to underlined, the formatting will no longer fit to the ID of
the style.

The "Preview" area of the style-dialog shows a preview of the style (applied to the dummy text
"Abc def..."). By default no style properties are set, i.e. the text is rendered with the system's
default font and color. See the chapter Section 4.4, “Editing styles” on how to edit the style
properties.

After the editing of the style settings, click the "Okay" button to create the new style. The style
is then available for all languages (i.e. the original language and all translation languages). Be
aware however, that the style is only created for the currently opened product version.
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4.4. Editing styles
Proceed as follows to edit an inline- or block-style:

1. Select a style from the inline- or block-styles list.

2. Click the button "Edit" next to the styles list. This opens following dialog:

Figure 4.3. Edit style dialog

3. Style-Name
Optionally edit the Style-Name. The Style-Name can be any descriptive text. (Notice that
the Style-ID cannot be edited after the style has been created.)

4. CSS Properties
Click the "Style Editor" button to edit the style properties. The following dialog will be
opened. Enter the CSS style properties and click the "Update" button.
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Figure 4.4. CSS style editor

Enter the CSS style properties. To get a preview of the style settings, click the "Apply"
button. This applies the current style settings to the text "Abc def..." shown in the preview
area of the style-dialog.

Click the "Update" button to set the modified style properties and to close the CSS dialog.
Click the "Cancel" button to close the CSS dialog without updating the style properties.

5. Show label before/after block
For user-defined block-styles the checkbox "Show label before/after block" is available.
Check this box, to enable the generation of a labeled title. See the chapter 'Labeled
blocks' in the tutorial for more information on labeled blocks.

6. Label-ID
If the "Show label before/after block" checkbox is checked, then you can optionally pro-
vide a Label-ID. The Label-ID identifies the type of content. Leaving the Label-ID empty
is the same as entering the Style-ID as Label-ID. If you want two or more block-styles
to share the same number sequence, then you have to use the same Label-ID for all
these styles.

7. Auto-Format
For user-defined inline- and block-styles an Auto-Format configuration list is available.
The Auto-Format configuration allows to assign Auto-Format transformations to the style.
See the chapters 'Dynamic Templates', 'Formatting of listings' and 'Syntax highlighting'
in the tutorial for examples on using Auto-Format transformations.

8. Click the "Okay" button to save the style settings and to close the style-dialog. Click the
"Cancel" button to close the style-dialog without saving the style settings.

Note that some CSS properties are only meaningful for HTML output, but have no effect for
print output (PDF).
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Important!

All changes are only applied to the styles of the currently opened product version, i.e. other
product versions are not affected. However, style modifications affect all languages of the
opened product version.

4.5. Deleting styles
Proceed as follows to delete one or more inline- or block-styles:

1. Select the styles from the inline- or block-styles list.

2. Click the button "Delete" beside the list.

The selected styles will then be removed from the currently opened version of the product.
The deletion will affect all languages.

Note: The deleted styles will not be removed from any previous product versions that already
existed before the styles were deleted.

4.6. Using style variants
A style variant is a style which has the same Style-ID than another style, but has an additional
variant name assigned. This way it is possible to create different formatting variants for the
same style. The output configuration for a publication allows to set a variant name which de-
fines the preferred style variant to be used for the formatting of a publication (see Section 6.2,
“Output configuration”). This mechanism can be used to export the same publication in several
different formatting variants, e.g. one variant for web- and one variant for print-output.

Example:

Let's assume that three styles exist with the same Style-ID "info_header". The first style has no
variant name, the second style has the variant name "print" and the third style has the variant
name "web". Furthermore let's assume a fourth style with Style-ID "warning_header" exists
which has no variant. Following screenshot depicts the situation:

Figure 4.5. Style variants example

Given this example, if the variant "print" is set in the output configuration used for publication
export, then the second style (with variant name "print") will be used to format all content
elements to which the style "info_header" was applied. All content elements to which the style
"warning_header" was applied, will be formatted with the fourth style, because if no style variant
with the name given in the output configuration exists, then the style which has the same Style-
ID but no variant name assigned will be selected.
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4.7. Creating a style variant
Proceed as follows to create a style variant:

1. Select a style from the inline- or block-styles list.

2. Click the button "Create Variant" beside the list. This will open a dialog as shown below

Figure 4.6. Create style variant dialog

3. Enter a new variant name or select one of the existing variant names from the dropdown
list and click "Okay". The system will then create a new style variant, which is a copy of
the style which was selected in step 1.

4. Edit the created style variant as described in Section 4.4, “Editing styles”.

4.8. Exporting styles
You can transfer styles from one Docmenta product to another product, by exporting the styles
from the source product and importing the styles in the destination product.

Proceed as follows to export inline- or block-styles:

1. Select one or more styles from either the inline- or from the block-styles list.

2. Click the "Export" button beside the styles list.

3. You will be asked by the browser whether you want to download the file. Confirm the
download and select the location within the file system where you want the downloaded
file to be stored. Depending on whether you have downloaded inline- or block-styles, the
file will be named "inlinestyles.css" or "blockstyles.css" by default.

The downloaded file contains the selected styles in CSS format as standardized by the W3
consortium. You can now import this file e.g. in another product or in another version of the
same product.

4.9. Importing styles
Proceed as follows to import styles:

1. If you want to import inline-styles, then click the "Import" button next to the inline-styles
list. If you want to import block-styles, then click the "Import" button next to the block-
styles list.

2. An upload dialog will be opened. Select the CSS file from your filesystem by clicking the
"Browse" button.
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3. Click the "Upload" button to upload the file. All styles defined in the uploaded stylesheet
are then added to the styles list.

Note:

If the uploaded CSS file contains a style-definition that has the same Style-ID than an already
existing style, then you are asked whether the existing style shall be overwritten. If you choose
no, then the uploaded style with the same Style-ID will be skipped.
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Chapter 5. Versioning workspace

5.1. Versioning concept

Draft and Released versions

A product version is either in state "Draft" or "Released". As long as the state is "Draft", the
version can be edited. As soon as the state is "Released", the content is frozen, i.e. can no
longer be changed.

Version identifiers

When a new product is created, a single version of this product exists which has by default
the version-ID "Latest". The version-ID identifies a version of a product. The version-ID "Lat-
est" is reserved for the most current draft version, i.e. the version with the most up to date
content. When the state of the latest version is set to "Released", then the reserved version-ID
"Latest" has to be replaced by an official version identifier, e.g. "1.0" (the first character of a
version-ID has to be a letter or digit, for the remaining characters additionally the dash char-
acter, the underscore character and the dot character are allowed). Version identifiers are or-
dered, i.e. each version-ID is either equal to or higher than or lower than another version-ID.
The ordering is based on the ordering of the ASCII character codes. Version-IDs are case in-
sensitive, e.g. the version-ID "1a" denotes the same version than "1A". The version-ID "Latest"
is by definition higher than all other version-IDs. Following list gives some examples of valid
version-IDs in the correct order from lowest to highest:

• 0.1

• 1.0

• 1.0.1

• 1.0.14

• 1.0a

• 11.5_b

• Latest

Note: As long as a version has the state "Draft", the version-ID can be changed. As soon as
the version state is "Released", the version-ID is fixed and can no longer be changed.

Deriving versions

As noted above, a version in state "Released" cannot be edited. Nevertheless, it is possible
to create a new product version which is derived from a released version. For the derived
version a new version-ID must be set, which has to be higher than the version-ID of the version
it is derived from. Following illustration gives an example of a version-tree that could emerge
by deriving versions:
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Figure 5.1. Example of deriving versions

Note: A newly created product version has initially the state "Draft" and is an exact copy of the
product version from which it was derived.

Unrelease

As long as no version was derived from a released version, the state of the released version
can be set back to "Draft" (unrelease operation).

Versioning of translations

A version always exists for all languages, but different languages of the same product version
can have different states (draft/released). Consider the situation that the original language of a
product is English and German is defined as translation language. When the English product
documentation is released as version "1.0", then the German product documentation version
"1.0" is still in draft state. If now, a new draft version "1.1" is created for the English product
documentation, then this version "1.1" will not be available for the German language as long
as the German version "1.0" is still in draft state. But if you release the German version "1.0",
then the German draft version "1.1" will automatically be available (i.e. you don't have to create
the version "1.1" for the German translation, because the system assures that the versions of
the original and the versions of the translation languages are alined).

5.2. Creating a new version
A new product version can only be derived from a released version. Therefore, as long as no
version was released, no new version can be created.

Proceed as follows to derive a new product version:

1. Switch to the "Versioning" workspace. Optionally, select in the version list the released
version from which you want to derive a new version.
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2. Click the button "Create Version". The following dialog will be opened:

Figure 5.2. Dialog for creating a new product version

3. Enter the new version-ID for the derived version. The version-ID has to be higher than
the version-ID from which the new version will be derived from.

4. Select one of the released product versions from the "Derived from" list. The version
which was selected in step 1 will be selected by default.

5. Click the "Okay" button to derive the new product version. This will create a product
version with the entered version-ID which is an exact copy of the version which was
selected in the "Derived from" list (except that the created version is in state "Draft"
instead of "Released").

Note: A new version cannot be created in translation mode. Switch to the original language
to create a new product version. See Section 5.1, “Versioning concept” for details on the ver-
sioning of translations.

5.3. Releasing a version
Proceed as follows to release a version:

1. Select a version with state "Draft" from the version list.

2. Click the "Release Version" button. A dialog will be opened which lets you change the
Version-ID before releasing the version.

Figure 5.3. Release dialog

3. If you do not want to change the Version-ID, then just click "Okay". Otherwise enter a
new Version-ID before clicking "Okay".

Be aware that the entered Version-ID has to be higher than the version from which this version
was derived from. Furthermore, the Version-ID "Latest" is only allowed for the latest draft ver-
sion, but not for a released version. Therefore, when you release the latest draft you have to
change the Version-ID from "Latest" to some valid version number like "1.0".
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5.4. Unreleasing a version
Perform following steps to unrelease a product version (i.e. change the version state from
"Released" back to "Draft"):

1. Select a released product version from the version list.

2. Click the "Unrelease Version" button.

3. Confirm the unrelease operation.

The unrelease operation is only allowed as long as no other version was already derived
from the version to be unreleased.

5.5. Renaming a version
As long as a product version is in draft state, it is allowed to change the version-ID. Proceed
as follows to change the version-ID:

1. Switch to the "Versioning" workspace and select a version with state "Draft" from the
version list.

2. Click the "Rename Version" button. A dialog will be opened which lets you change the
version-ID:

Figure 5.4. Renaming a product version

3. Enter a new version-ID and click the "Okay" button.

Be aware that the entered version-ID has to be higher than the version from which the se-
lected version was derived from. If the selected version is the latest version, then also the re-
served term "Latest" is a valid version-ID.

5.6. Deleting a version
Proceed as follows to delete a product version:

1. Select a product version from the version list.

2. Click the "Delete Version" button.

3. Confirm the deletion of the selected product version.

The delete operation is not allowed, if a version exists that is derived from the version to be
deleted.
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5.7. Clear revisions
Use the "Clear revisions" operation to clear the revision-history of the selected versions. This
operation deletes all old node-revisions. This operation can be called to reduce the disc space
used by your product documentation. Proceed as follows to clear the revisions of one or more
product versions:

1. Select one or more product versions from the version list.

2. Click the "Clear revisions" button.

3. In the following confirmation dialog, click "Okay".

5.8. Show connected users
The "Release Version", "Rename Version" and "Delete Version" operations are not allowed
as long as other users are connected to the affected product versions. Therefore the "Show
connected users" button allows you to open a dialog which lists all connected users:

Figure 5.5. Connected users dialog

This dialog allows an administrator to disconnect a user. However, the use of the "Discon-
nect" operation is discouraged because it can lead to data loss on side of the disconnected
user. The preferable way is to ask the connected users to close their sessions (e.g. by sending
an email) and then to wait until no more users are connected to the product versions.
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Chapter 6. Publishing workspace

The publishing workspace contains three sub-panels which can be selected by the tabs on the
left side (see screenshot below).

Figure 6.1. Publishing workspace

Following table briefly describes the functionality of the three sub-panels.

Tab Description

Configuration In the "Configuration" panel users can manage publication- and out-
put-configurations. For details see Section 6.1, “Publication configuration”
and Section 6.2, “Output configuration”.

Applicabilities In the "Applicabilities" panel users have the possibility to define applicabil-
ity flags. The applicability flags can then be used within applicability filter
expressions. For details see Section 6.4, “Applicability configuration”.

Export The "Export" panel lists all exported publications for the currently opened
product version and selected language. Furthermore a user can start a
new publication export. For details see Section 6.3, “Publication export”.

6.1. Publication configuration

6.1.1. Creating a publication configuration
Click the "New" button beside the publication configuration list, to create a new publication
configuration (see screenshot below).
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Figure 6.2. Create a new publication configuration

The following dialog will be opened which allows you to enter the publication configuration
settings:

Figure 6.3. Dialog for creating a new publication configuration

See below for a description of each publication configuration input field:

Publication ID

A unique name identifying the publication configuration. This field is mandatory.

Filter Setting
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By default the filter setting is empty, i.e. the content will not be filtered during publication ex-
port. Click the "Edit Filter Setting" button to change the filter setting of this publication config-
uration. This will open a dialog which allows to select one or more applicability flags. See the
following screenshot for an example:

Figure 6.4. Edit filter setting

Select the desired applicability flags. You can easily select all applicability flags by selecting
the checkbox in the header of the list.

Content Root

Select the root section of the publication. The sub-sections of the root section will be the 1st-
level chapters within the publication. This field is mandatory.

Preface Root

Select the section which contains the content that shall be inserted in the preface of the pub-
lication. This field is optional.

Appendix Root

Select the section which contains the content that shall be inserted in the appendix of the
publication. This field is optional.

Custom title page 1 (Front-side)

This field is optional. By default the layout for the front-side of the title page is predefined.
The default title page front-side will show the publication title, followed by the sub-title and the
corporate and author names (if existent respectively).

If you want to provide your own layout for the front-side of the title page, then check the "Custom
title page 1" checkbox and enter the alias name of the content node that shall be used as
title page.

Custom title page 2 (Back-side)

This field is optional. By default the layout for the back-side of the title page is predefined. The
default title page back-side will show all the information entered on the "Title page settings"
panel, i.e. the publication title and date, the sub-title, the corporate and author names, the
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copyright and release information, the abstract, the legal notice and the credits (if existent
respectively).

If you want to provide your own layout for the back-side of the title page, then check the "Cus-
tom title page 2" checkbox and enter the alias name of the content node that shall be used.

Publication Title

Provide a title for the publication. This field is optional. If this field is empty, then the title of the
content root  (see above) will be used as publication title.

Sub-Title

A sub-title for the publication. This field is optional. By default, the sub-title will appear on the
title page below the publication title.

Publication Date

The publication or revision date. This field is optional.

Copyright Year/Holder

Information about the date and holder of the publication copyright. These fields are optional.

Release Info

Information about a particular release of a publication. For example, the release information
may include a version number. This field is optional.

Abstract

A summary text describing the content of the publication.

Enter the alias name of the content node that contains the summary text. Alternatively you can
select the alias name from the drop-down list. This field is optional.

Corporate

The name of a corporation. This field is optional.

Legal Notice

The legal notice identifies a statement of legal obligation, requirement, or warranty. For exam-
ple it explains copyright, trademark, and other legal formalities of a document.

Enter the alias name of the content node that contains the legal notice. Alternatively you can
select the alias name from the drop-down list. This field is optional.

Authors

The names of the authors. Put each author on a separate line. This field is optional.
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Credit

Names of persons or entities, other than an author or corporate, credited in the publication.
Put each name on a separate line. This field is optional.

Publisher

The name of the publisher. This field is optional.

Bibliographic ID

A bibliographic identifier. For example, use this field to enter the ISBN number. This field is
optional.

6.1.2. Editing a publication configuration
To edit a publication configuration, select an entry from the "Publications" list and click the "Edit"
button. Alternatively, you can double-click the entry in the list. This will open a dialog that allows
you to edit the publication configuration settings as described in Section 6.1.1, “Creating a
publication configuration”.

6.1.3. Deleting a publication configuration
To delete a publication configuration, select the publication configuration from the list, click
the "Delete" button and confirm the deletion in the following dialog.

6.1.4. Copying a publication configuration
You can easily copy an existing publication configuration, adapt the settings and store it with
a new Publication ID. Perform following steps to do this:

1. Select the publication configuration from the list and click the "Copy" button. This will
open the publication configuration dialog as described in Section 6.1.1, “Creating a pub-
lication configuration”. All fields are prefilled with the values of the selected publication
configuration, except the Publication ID which is empty.

2. Supply a new Publication ID and if needed edit the publication configuration settings.

3. Click "Okay" to create a new publication configuration with the entered Publication ID.

6.2. Output configuration

6.2.1. Editing an output configuration
By default a separate output configuration exists for each supported output format (see screen-
shot below). To edit an existing output configuration, select the output configuration from the
list and click the "Edit" button next to the list. Alternatively, double-click the output configuration
in the list.
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Figure 6.5. Editing an output configuration

The following dialog will be opened which allows you to enter the output configuration settings:

Figure 6.6. Dialog for creating a new output configuration

See following sub-chapters for a description of each output configuration setting.

6.2.1.1. General output settings

The "General" tab of the output configuration dialog gives users the possibility to edit general
output settings (see screenshot above). Each of these settings is described below:

Media Configuration ID

A unique name identifying the output/media configuration. This field is mandatory.

Filter Setting

By default the filter setting is empty, i.e. the content will not be filtered during publication export.
Click the "Edit Filter Setting" button to change the filter setting of this output configuration. This
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will open a dialog which allows to select one or more applicability flags. See the following
screenshot for an example:

Figure 6.7. Edit filter setting

Select the desired applicability flags. You can easily select all applicability flags by selecting
the checkbox in the header of the list.

The filter configuration of the output configuration can e.g. be used to filter for elements
which are applicable only for a certain output media. For example, you could include an ani-
mated image in your HTML documentation, but because the animation does not make sense
for print output (PDF), you probably want to filter out the animation for PDF output. A solution
for this would be to declare an applicability flag "html_only" and assign it to the animated con-
tent. Then you create two output configurations, one for web- and one for print-output. In the
web-configuration filter setting you select the "html_only" applicability flag, whereas in the print-
configuration you don't select this flag.

Note: When a publication is exported (see Section 6.3, “Publication export”), the effective filter
setting is determined by merging the filter setting of the selected publication configuration and
the filter setting of the selected output configuration.

Format

The output format. Currently the formats HTML (static), HTML (Web-Help), PDF, EPUB and
DocBook are supported. Depending on which format is selected, additional tabs for the config-
uration of format-specific settings may be displayed. The eBook format EPUB is based on the
HTML standard, therefore most of the HTML settings are also available for the EPUB format.

Style Variant

The style variant listbox lists all existing style variants. Select the style variant that shall be used
for formatting the content. By default no style variant is selected (i.e. the non-variant styles will
be used). See Section 4.6, “Using style variants” for more information on style variants.

Generated Content

Select whether the exported publication shall include a Table of Contents (ToC) and/or Index
section (see "Creating index entries" in the tutorial for more information on the creation of
index terms). Set the appropriate checkboxes, to define whether a Table of Contents shall be
generated for the complete publication, for each Part, for each Chapter and/or for sections up
to a given level. Furthermore you can control the maximum depth of Table of Contents entries.
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Paragraph spacing

The horizontal space to be automatically inserted between paragraphs.

Indent spacing

The left margin of indented paragraphs. See Section 3.8.4, “Indenting paragraphs” for instruc-
tions on how to indent a paragraph.

List item spacing

The horizontal space to be automatically inserted between list items.

List indent

The left margin of list items.

Title placement

Select whether generated titles for certain content elements shall be inserted before or after
the content element. Examples for such content elements are tables and images which have
a non-empty title value.

6.2.1.2. Numbering settings

The "Numbering" tab of the output configuration dialog allows to edit the numbering output
settings (see following screenshot).

Figure 6.8. Output numbering settings

Each of these settings is described below:

Render 1st-Level as

Select whether the first section level shall be formatted as book parts or book chapters.
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If "book parts" is selected, then the first section level will be formatted as book parts, the second
level will be formatted as book chapters and all following levels will be formatted as normal
sections.

If "book chapters" is selected, then the first section level will be formatted as book chapters
and all following levels will be formatted as normal sections.

Book parts,  book chapters and sections can have different numbering types. For example,
book parts could be numbered with uppercase roman numerals, whereas book chapters are
numbered with arabic numerals. The numbering types for book part, book chapter and sec-
tion can be configured with the settings described below.

Book part numbering

If this configuration setting is checked, then numbering of book parts is turned on. The type
of numbering can be selected from the listbox. This setting will only have effect, if the setting
"Render 1st-Level as" is set to "book parts".

Book chapter numbering

If this configuration setting is checked, then numbering of book chapters is turned on. The type
of numbering can be selected from the listbox.

Section numbering

If this configuration setting is checked, then numbering of sections is turned on. The type of
numbering can be selected from the listbox. Furthermore you can control up to which nesting
level the sections shall be numbered. For example, if you enter the value 2, then only sections
at level 1 and 2 will be numbered.

Appendix numbering

If this configuration setting is checked, then numbering of appendix sections is turned on. The
type of numbering can be selected from the listbox. This setting will only have effect, if the
formatted publication contains appendix sections.

Omit title of single sub-section

If a section has only a single sub-section (e.g. because other sub-sections are filterd out),
then you may want the title of the single sub-section to be supressed. You can achieve this
by checking this configuration setting.

Exclude 1st-Level number from section labels

Normally, numbered sections have a section label that includes the numbers from the complete
path up to the root level. For example, the first sub-section in the third section of the second
chapter, would have a section label like "2.3.1". If this configuration setting is checked, then
the section numbers do not include the chapter number (i.e. in the given example the section
label would be "3.1").
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Restart numbering in each book part

If this configuration setting is checked, then the chapter numbering will be restarted at the
beginning of each book part. This setting will only have effect, if the setting "Render 1st-Level
as" is set to "book parts".

6.2.1.3. HTML output settings

The "HTML" tab of the output configuration dialog allows to edit the HTML output settings
(see following screenshot). This tab is only available if the format "HTML" is selected in the
"General" tab. 

Figure 6.9. Output configuration: HTML settings

Each of the HTML output settings is described below:

Single File

If this configuration setting is checked, then the publication will be formatted as one single
HTML file. Additionally, the referenced images will be stored in a folder named "images".
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Multiple Files

If this configuration setting is checked, then the publication will be splitted into several HTML
files. The splitting can further be controlled by the settings described below.

Create separate file up to X. level

This configuration setting controls which section levels get put into separate HTML files. For
example, if you want the first and second section levels to be splitted into individual files, then
enter the value "2".

Use alias name as filename

By default HTML filenames will be generated during the export process using internal counters.
However, if a node has an alias name and this option is checked, then the alias name will be
used as filename instead.

Include 1st sub-section in parent-section file

If this configuration setting is checked, then every first section will be included in the HTML
file of the parent section.

Create table of contents in separate file

By default the table of contents is included in the publication's title page. If this configuration
setting is checked, then a separate HTML file will be generated for the table of contents. The
title page will then contain a link to this file.

Use navigational icons (home, up, next, prev)

If this option is checked, then graphical navigation links for the home, up, next and previous
links will be generated. Otherwise the navigation links will be rendered as textual links. The
images used for the graphical navigation links are identified by the alias names "home", "up",
"next" and "prev". By default this images are located in the "images" folder within the "System"
folder:

Figure 6.10. Default location of HTML navigation images

Show titles in navigation links

If this option is checked, then the navigation links will show the title of the referenced chapter.
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Show bread crumbs navigation

If this option is checked, then a bread crumbs navigation is inserted at the top of each HTML
page.

Header (content alias)

Enter here the alias name of a content node that shall be included at the top of each generated
HTML file. Click the "Edit" button next to the input field to edit the content node.

Footer (content alias)

Enter here the alias name of a content node that shall be included at the bottom of each
generated HTML file. Click the "Edit" button next to the input field to edit the content node.

Custom CSS / JavaScript / Meta Tags

Select the custom CSS/JavaScript/Head-Tags file that shall be included in the exported HTML.
The files are located in the "HTML customization" folder within the "System" folder:

Figure 6.11. Location of custom CSS/JavaScript/Head-Tags files

Additional customization files can be added to this folder (e.g. if different CSS/JavaScript/Meta-
Tags customizations are required for different publications). Click the "Edit" button next to the
field to edit the file content.

Note: The Head-Tags file allows you to define additional HTML meta tags to be inserted in
the head part of each exported HTML file. For example, insert following meta tag to set the
expiration date of the HTML files to 12 hours (43200 seconds):

<meta http-equiv="expires" content="43200" />

Output encoding

Select the output encoding to be used for the exported HTML files. If no output encoding is
selected, the default encoding will be used (depending on the output format).

eBook Cover (image alias)

Enter here the alias name of an image that shall be used as book cover. This is especially of
interest for the eBook output format (EPUB).

File/external link target window

The name of the target window for external links and file links (see Section 3.8.8, “Links”).
Besides entering a user-defined name, following pre-defined names can be used: To open
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links in the same frame as where the link is contained, enter "_self". To open links in the
parent frame, enter "_parent". To open links in the top-most frame of the same window, enter
"_top". To open links in a new window, enter "_blank".

Web-Help configuration folder

This field is only enabled for Web-Help output. Select the folder or zip-file that contains the
Web-Help configuration files. The Web-Help configuration folder/zip-file has to be a located
within the folder  System >  HTML customization. By default the sub-folder  webhelp
is used. For more information, see Section 6.2.5, “Customizing the Web-Help output”.

6.2.1.4. PDF output settings

The "PDF" tab of the output configuration dialog allows to edit the PDF output settings (see
following screenshot). This tab is only available if the format "PDF" is selected in the "General"
tab.

Figure 6.12. PDF output settings

Each of these settings is described below:
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Paper Size

Select a paper size from the list. If you select the value "custom" from the list, then you can
enter a custom page width and height in the input fields.

Page orientation

Select whether the page orientation shall be "portrait" or "landscape".

Page Margins

Enter the top, bottom, inner and outer page margins (see following illustration).

Figure 6.13. Page margins

If no values are supplied, then default values will be used.

Body Margins

Enter the body margins as depicted in the following illustration.

Figure 6.14. Body margins

If no values are supplied, then default values will be used.

Print double-sided

Check this configuration setting to create double-sided output. For example, this will adjust
the left and right page margins and the position of the page numbers depending on whether
the current side is a left-hand or right-hand side.

Create PDF bookmarks

If this configuration setting is checked, then PDF bookmarks will be created. PDF bookmarks
allow easy navigation through the PDF document by supplying a clickable and collapsible table
of contents.
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Include page numbers in references

If this configuration setting is checked, then cross references (links) within the PDF document
will include page numbers. See here for information on how to create links.

Show external URL

Check this configuration setting if the URL of an external link shall be inserted as visible text.
Select from the list whether the URL shall be enclosed in brackets and appended to the link
text or be inserted as a footnode.

Export referenced files

If a publication contains file-links (see Section 3.8.8, “Links”), then this setting controls whether
the referenced files will be added to the export or not. If this setting is checked and at least
one file-link exists within the publication, then the exported file is a zip-archive containing the
publication as PDF-file and a sub-folder named "files" that includes all referenced files.

Shrink images to available width

If an image is larger than the page width, then this setting controls whether the image will
automatically be scaled to fit the available space or the original size will be preserved. If the
original size is preserved, then images may be cut off if they do not fit on the page.

Source resolution

The default source resolution used for images.

Target resolution

The output resolution used for the rendering of images.

6.2.1.5. Header/Footer settings

For PDF output, the "Header/Footer" tab allows customization of the page header and footer:
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Figure 6.15. Header/Footer configuration for PDF output

If the "Custom header/footer configuration" checkbox  is not checked, then the default con-
tent for headers/footers is used. The default content for headers is as follows:

• The center header contains the current section/chapter name (up to the section level
defined by ).

• Title page headers are blank.

• Headers of the first page of a sequence are blank.

• For draft publications, the left and right headers show the word "Draft" in the appropriate
language (as defined by the gentext definitions).

The default content for footers is as follows:

• For double-sided output, the page-number appears in the outside corner (right footer on
right-hand pages, left footer on left-hand pages).

• For single-sided output, the page-number appears in the center footer.

• Title page footers are blank.

If the default header/footer is not appropriate, then check the "Custom header/footer configura-
tion" checkbox  and customize the header/footer in the input fields below. The header/footer
area has a predefined table layout, which consists of three columns (left, center, right) and
two rows. The width of each column and the content of each cell can be defined as described
below. Note that different headers/footers can be defined for different page classes (e.g. title
pages, content pages, appendix,...). Within each page class different headers/footers can be
defined for the first, even, odd and blank pages.

Note:

The style used to format the header / footer area is defined by the block styles page_header
and page_footer (see Section 4.2, “Pre-defined styles”).
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Header widths / Footer widths 

For single sided output the percentage values define the relative width of the left, center and
right header/footer column. For double sided output the percentage values define the width of
the inside, center and outside header/footer column. To remove a column, set the width to 0%.

Page class

Select the page class for which the header/footer shall be customized . Following page
classes exist:

Page class Description

Title page Title page of a book or book-part.

Table of contents pages Pages with table of contents or other content lists.

Front matter pages Front matter, including preface.

Content pages Main pages of the book.

Back matter pages Back matter, including appendix.

Index pages Alphabetical book-style index.

At least the header/footer of the content pages has to be defined. If the header/footer of a page
class shall be the same as for the content pages, then check the "Same as content pages"
checkbox .

For each page class a different header/footer can be defined for the first, even, odd and blank
pages. At least the header/footer for odd pages has to be defined. By default this setting is
also used for the first, even and blank pages. To define a different header/footer for first/even/
blank pages, select the corresponding entry from the list , uncheck the "Same as odd pages"
checkbox  and set the content as described below.

Header (Left/Center/Right) , Footer (Left/Center/Right) 

To define the content of the header/footer cell, either enter the text to be displayed or choose
one of the predefined placeholders from the drop-down list.

Placeholder Description

%biblio_id Inserts the bibliographic ID as defined in the
publication configuration (see Section 6.1,
“Publication configuration”).

%copyright Inserts the copyright year and holder as de-
fined in the publication configuration (see
Section 6.1, “Publication configuration”).

%corporate Inserts the corporate name as defined in the
publication configuration (see Section 6.1,
“Publication configuration”).
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%component_title Inserts the title of the current chapter, ap-
pendix, ...

%component_numtitle Inserts the chapter/appendix title with chap-
ter/appendix number.

%draft If the publication is in draft-state, then this
placeholder inserts the draft message. If the
publication is released, then nothing is insert-
ed. The draft message is defined by the gen-
text property with key "Draft".

%generated_title Some pages need to have a generated ti-
tle, such as Table of contents or Index. This
placeholder inserts the generated title of such
pages. The generated title phrases are de-
fined as gentext properties.

%image{alias; height: ...} Inserts the image identified by the given alias
name. Optionally a height-value can be pro-
vided to scale the image to a defined height.
If no height is given, then the original height
of the image is used.
Example: %image{logo; height:28pt }

%pagenumber Inserts the current page number.

%pub_date Inserts the publication date as defined in the
publication configuration (see Section 6.1,
“Publication configuration”).

%pub_subtitle Inserts the sub-title of the publication as de-
fined in the publication configuration (see
Section 6.1, “Publication configuration”).

%pub_title Inserts the publication title as defined in the
publication configuration (see Section 6.1,
“Publication configuration”).

%publisher Inserts the publisher name as defined in the
publication configuration (see Section 6.1,
“Publication configuration”).

%release_info Inserts the release info as defined in the pub-
lication configuration (see Section 6.1, “Pub-
lication configuration”).

%section_title Inserts the current section name. Only sec-
tion names up to the section level defined by
the section level setting  are inserted.

%timestamp{format} Inserts a date timestamp. The optional argu-
ment format is used to select and format the
components of date and time. The compo-
nent letters are described in the following ta-
ble (Table 6.2). If the format argument is miss-
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ing, then the format defined by the gentext
property "datetime|format" is used.
Example: %timestamp{Y-m-d H:M:S}

Table 6.1. Header/Footer placeholders

Date-time component letter Example Description

a Thu Day abbreviation

A Thursday Day name

b Jul Month abbreviation

c 2007-07-10-07:00
12:20:33-07:00

Complete ISO date
and time, including
offset from UTC

B July Month name

d 10 Day in month

H 11 Hour in day

j 191 Day in year

m 07 Month in year

M 20 Minute in hour

S 14 Second in minute

U 28 Week in year

w 5 Day in week (Sunday
= 1)

x 2007-07-10-07:00 ISO date

X 12:20:33-07:00 ISO time

Y 2007 Year

Table 6.2. Timestamp component letters

Besides the placeholders listed above, it is also possible to insert fixed localized text which
is defined as a gentext property. Use the pattern [~key] to insert the phrase defined by
gentext property with name key (see chapter Section 3.6, “Gentext configuration” for more
information).

You can also use title inclusion to insert the title of a node. For example, to display the title of
the node my_node in the header/footer, enter the text [#my_node] in one of the cells (see
'Inline inclusions' in the tutorial for more information on title inclusion).

Note that it is possible to combine fixed text, gentext/title inclusion and placeholders within
one cell. To escape special characters within fixed text, enclose the fixed text in single quotes.
Following some examples:
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Example configuration Example Output

Page %pagenumber Page 12

'-'%pagenumber'-' -12-

[~print_prefix] %timestamp Printed 07/10/2007

6.2.2. Creating an output configuration
Sometimes it is required to export publications with different settings for the same output for-
mat. To not have to change the settings before every export, you can add additional output
configurations to the list. For example, if you want to export a publication as single HTML file
as well as create an export where each chapter is contained in a separate file, you could create
two configurations named "html_single" and "html_multiple" with the appropriate settings. In
the export dialog (see Section 6.3, “Publication export”) you can then select either "html_single"
or "html_multiple" as the output configuration to be used.

To create a new output configuration, click the "New" button next to the "Output Configurations"
list.

Figure 6.16. Creating a new output configuration

This will open a dialog that allows you to edit the settings for the configuration to be created. See
Section 6.2.1, “Editing an output configuration” for details on the available output configuration
settings.

6.2.3. Deleting an output configuration
To delete an output configuration, select an entry from the "Output Configurations" list, click
the "Delete" button and confirm the deletion in the following dialog.

6.2.4. Copying an output configuration
You can easily copy an existing output configuration, adapt the settings and store it with a
new Configuration ID. Perform following steps to do this:

1. Select an entry from the "Output Configurations" list and click the "Copy" button. This will
open the output configuration dialog as described in Section 6.2.2, “Creating an output
configuration”. All fields are prefilled with the values of the selected output configuration,
except the Configuration ID which is empty.

2. Enter a new Configuration ID and if required edit the configuration settings.

3. Click "Okay" to create a new output configuration with the new ID.
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6.2.5. Customizing the Web-Help output
The Web-Help output has the same output options as static HTML export:

Figure 6.17. Web-Help output options

However, following fields are disabled for Web-Help output:

• Single File

• Header (content alias)

• eBook Cover

Web-Help output is always exported as multiple HTML-files. Therefore the "Single File" option
is disabled. Furthermore, it is not possible to configure a content-node as custom header. This
is because a header is automatically generared by the Web-Help export. Finally, the eBook
Cover option is not available, as this is specific for EPUB output. However, to provide an image
on the start page, consider using the "Custom title page" option of the publication configuration
(see Section 6.1, “Publication configuration”).

Only available for Web-Help output is the "Web-Help Configuration folder" setting. This field
allows you to choose between different Web-Help designs by providing different Web-Help
configuration files.
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The Docmenta installation packages contain default Web-Help configuration files, which are
located in

 System >  HTML customization >  webhelp.

You can download other designs from the Docmenta homepage [http://www.docmenta.org].
Each design can be further customized, e.g. by setting different colors and including your own
header-logos. This is described in more detail below.

Note that, as of Docmenta version 1.5, the default Web-Help configuration is identical to the de-
sign named "webhelp_unisky_v1", which can also be downloaded from the Docmenta home-
page.

Downloading and installing a Web-Help design

Visit the Docmenta homepage [http://www.docmenta.org] and download one of the provided
Web-Help Designs. A Web-Help design is a zip-file that contains a set of files. The files are
described in more detail below. For now, we just upload the zip-file to the product-documen-
tation tree and select the new design in the output configuration.

The zip-file has to uploaded to following folder within the product-documentation:

 System >  HTML customization

Normally, each Web-Help design has a unique name, to avoid filename-conflict, when installing
several designs into this folder.

When uploading the zip-file, you will be asked whether the zip-file shall be extracted or not.
You have two possibilities:

1. If you do not intend to further customize the Web-Help design, then upload the zip-file
without extracting it.

2. If you intend to further customize the Web-Help design, it can be useful to store the Web-
Help design extracted. You can then easily exchange or edit some files of the Web-Help
configuration, without having to upload a new zip-file after each modification.

Important!

When extracting the zip-file you will be asked whether the files shall be extracted into the
selected folder or into a sub-folder. When uploading a Web-Help design, always choose
to extract into a sub-folder! This creates a sub-folder with the name of the zip-file. The
Web-Help configuration files are then extracted into this sub-folder.

After having uploaded the new Web-Help design, open the Web-Help output-configuration and
select the new Web-Help configuration:

Figure 6.18. Selecting the Web-Help configuration files

When you export a publication with the changed output-configuration, the publication will be
exported with the new Web-Help design.

http://www.docmenta.org
http://www.docmenta.org
http://www.docmenta.org
http://www.docmenta.org
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The Web-Help configuration files

All Web-Help designs have some common elements. However, for different Web-Help designs
the elements may be at different positions and may have different sizes and colors. This is
mainly controlled by a CSS-file that defines the overall layout of the Web-Help design. Follow-
ing image shows an example of a Web-Help output:

Figure 6.19. Example Web-Help output

The CSS-file, that positions the elements for the output shown above, uses following layout:

Figure 6.20. Web-Help example layout
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The names within the boxes are the CSS selectors that can be used to access the elements.
For example, the selector "#header" means, that this element has an ID attribute with value
"header". The selector ".webhelptitle" means, that this element is formatted with the
CSS class named "webhelptitle". Boxes that have the same color belong to the same root
element. For example, #webhelplogo1 is a sub-element of #header, as is #navheader.
The element #bookpartsnavigation, on the other hand, is a separate root element. Note
that the hierachical structure of the elements is fixed and cannot be changed (at least using
CSS). However, CSS allows you to position an element anywhere you like, even outside of
its father-element.

Note that some elements my be empty, depending on the output configuration. For example,
for each book-part, a link to the book-part is created as child-element of the #bookpart-
snavigation element. However, the links are only created, if the output configuration setting
"Render 1st-Level as" is set to "book parts" (see Section 6.2.1.2, “Numbering settings”).

Below, the files that make up the Web-Help configuration are described in more detail.

Note: Filename Convention

The Web-Help configuration is a set of files. Each file starts with a specific name that identifies
the meaning of this file, followed by an underscore-character and the name of the Web-
Help design. For example, the CSS-file that controls the main layout always has the prefix
"positioning". Therefore, the CSS-file for the WebHelp design "unisky_v1" has the filename
"positioning_unisky_v1.css".

This is a convention that should always be followed, even though it is possible to include
image-files and reference them from within CSS, that do not follow this convention.

Note that, if you store the Web-Help configuration extracted, the image-filenames are regis-
tered by Docmenta as alias-names. By adhering to the filename convention, it is assured that
you can upload and extract different Web-Help designs without getting alias-name conflicts.

The following table lists all possible filename-prefixes and the meaning of the file: 

File-prefix Description

favicon A file with prefix "favicon" and extension ".ico" is used as
favorite-icon. Browsers show this icon as website-symbol next
to the page-address and as site symbol in the favorites-list.

file A file with prefix "file" and extension ".gif" is used as tree-
icon in front of tree-nodes (content- and section-nodes) in the
tree-navigation (#tree).

highlight A file with prefix "highlight" and extension ".gif" is used as
button-icon to turn on/off search-result highlighting. This icon is
shown in the element #navheader after user has clicked on
a search-result.

logo1 A file with prefix "logo1" and extension ".png" is shown as
left-aligned image in the header (#header). This image can be
accessed in CSS by the selector #webhelplogo1.

logo2 A file with prefix "logo2" and extension ".png" is shown as
right-aligned image in the header (#header). This image can
be accessed in CSS by the selector #webhelplogo2.
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positioning A file with prefix "positioning" and extension ".css" is used
as CSS-file that controls the overall layout of the Web-Help out-
put. On publication export, this file is placed in the output folder
"common/css".

tab-bg A file with prefix "tab-bg" and extension ".png" is shown as
background-image for the tabs in #leftnavigation in case
the JavaScript option webhelp_options.search_ui_mode
is set to "tab" (see the description for the webhelp_config
file below).

treeview-icons A file with prefix "treeview-icons" and extension ".gif"
provides the icons used for open and closed sections in the
tree-navigation (#tree).

treeview-line A file with prefix "treeview-line" and extension ".gif" pro-
vides the lines that show the father-child relation in the tree-
navigation (#tree). This image-file can also be used to place
an icon in front of leaf-nodes (i.e. content-node icons).

webhelp_config A file with prefix "webhelp_config" and extension ".js" is
JavaScript code that is inserted in the generated Web-Help
code. Normally, this file is used to set JavaScript-specific Web-
Help options. To set a JavaScript Web-Help option insert one
or more of the following name=value; statements:

webhelp_options.search_ui_mode = value;

If value is "tab", then the search input-field is shown
as a tab within the element #leftnavigation. In this
case the user can switch between the tree-navigation and
the search-form by switching between the Contents- and
Search-tab. The labels of the tabs are defined by the
gentext properties Search and WebHelpContents (see
'gentext_settings' in the tutorial).

If value is "fixed", then no tabs are shown with-
in #leftnavigation, instead the search-form can be
placed at a fixed position (using CSS).

webhelp_options.tree_title = value;

If value is true, then the element #treenaviga-
tiontitle is generated containing the text that is
defined as gentext property WebHelpContents (see
'gentext_settings' in the tutorial).

If value is false, then the element #treenaviga-
tiontitle is omitted.

webhelp_options.treeview = value;

If value is true, then the tree-navigation #tree is
shown as collapsable tree control.
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If value is false, then the tree-navigation #tree is
shown as a static tree (i.e. as nested HTML <ul>...</
ul> elements).

webhelp_options.treeview_collapsed = value;

If value is true, then the tree-navigation #tree is ini-
tially collapsed.

If value is false, then the tree-navigation #tree is ini-
tially expanded.

This option has no effect, if
webhelp_options.treeview is set to false.

webhelp_options.treeview_unique = value;

If value is true, then section-nodes within the tree-nav-
igation #tree are automatically collapsed when another
section-node is expanded by the user.

If value is false, then section-nodes stay expanded un-
til the user manually closes the section-node.

This option has no effect, if
webhelp_options.treeview is set to false.

webhelp_options.treeview_animated = value;

This option defines the animation speed for the collapse-
and expand-action of section-nodes within the tree-navi-
gation #tree. Possible values are "slow", "medium"
and "fast".

This option has no effect, if
webhelp_options.treeview is set to false.

webhelp_options.content_top = value;

This option has to be set to the top-offset of the con-
tent (i.e. if a header exists, this value should be equal or
greater than the height of the header).

webhelp_options.content_left = value;

This option has to be set to the left-offset of the content
(i.e. if a left-navigation exists, this value should be equal
or greater than the width of the left-navigation).

webhelp_options.showhidetoc_function = value;

This option defines the JavaScript function that is exe-
cuted, if the user clicks on the show-/hide-TOC button.
For an example, see the Web-Help configurations that are
provided on the Docmenta homepage.

Table 6.3. Web-Help configuration files
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Note that, if one of the files listed above is missing, then Docmenta provides a default file on
publication export.

Furthermore, the Web-Help configuration may include any number of additional image-files
that can be referenced from within the CSS-file. On publication export, these images are
placed in the output folder "common/images". Therefore, to reference an image, e.g. with
filename myimage.png, from within the CSS-file, you have to use the relative path "../im-
ages/myimage.png".

Customizing a Web-Help design

As an example, how the Web-help designs available on the Docmenta homepage [http://
www.docmenta.org] can be further customized, we describe below, how to change the colors
of the header and how to replace the dummy logos by your own logos. For this, we assume a
Web-Help design with name "nexoblue_v1" and a layout as shown in Figure 6.19, “Example
Web-Help output” is given.

To set a different background-color for the header, open the file named
positioning_nexoblue_v1.css and search for the CSS selector #header. You should
find a CSS rule similar to following:

Figure 6.21. Changing the header colors

Replace the values for the background and border-color. Furthermore, if the element #book-
partsnavigation is placed inside of the header, you also have to set the background-color
of the book-parts elements to the background-color of the header, as shown in the following
example:

Figure 6.22. Changing the background-color of the book-parts navigation

http://www.docmenta.org
http://www.docmenta.org
http://www.docmenta.org
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Save the changed CSS-file. If you have stored the Web-Help design extracted, and edited
the file online, then this was all to do. If you have edited the file offline, then you have to
upload the changed CSS-file (positioning_nexoblue_v1.css), replacing the original file.
If you stored the Web-Help configuration files extracted, then just upload the changed file into
the folder where the original file is located, overwriting it. Otherwise package all Web-Help
configuration files, including the changed CSS-file into a zip-archive, and upload it into the

 System >  HTML customization folder, overwriting the original zip-file.

Important!

When creating the Web-Help configuration zip-file, be aware to archive the files without in-
cluding any directory-path. Otherwise Docmenta will not recognize the files and fall back to
default configuration-files.

To provide your own header-logos, just replace the files with prefix "logo1" and "logo2" by
your own image-files. Note that you cannot change the format of the images, i.e. the new logos
must have the same filename-extension ".png". It is recommended, that the filenames also
include the name of the Web-Help design. Therefore, just use the same filename as used for
the dummy-logos that are already included.

It is no problem to provide header-logos that have a different size. However, if you use a larg-
er/smaller image, it may be required to also increase/decrease the height of the #header
element, as well as the top-margin of the #content element and the top-positions of some
fixed elements (#bookpartsnavigation, #leftnavigation, #breadcrumbsnaviga-
tion, #navheader). With some CSS knowledge, this works the same way as replacing the
background-color, described above.

6.3. Publication export

6.3.1. Starting a new export
Switch to the "Export" tab of the Publishing workspace (see screenshot below). The tab shows
a list of all exported publications for the currently opened product version and the currently
selected language.

Note: If you want to see the exported publications for one of the translation languages, then
select the language from the language listbox in the head part of the main window.

Click the "New Export" button, to start a new publication export:

Figure 6.23. Creating a new publication export

The following publication export dialog will be opened which allows you to enter the export
settings:
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Figure 6.24. Start export dialog

After adjusting the export settings (see below for details), click the "Start Export" button. The
export will be started and added to the exported publications list. As long as the export is
running, the "Export Files" column will show the text "Please wait...".

Figure 6.25. Running export

Depending on the size of the publication, the export can take some time. Because the export
is executed completely on the server side, you could log out and later on log in again to see
if the export is already finished.

When the export finished successfully, two download links, one for the exported publication
file and one for the export log, will be shown:

Figure 6.26. Export process finished

Furthermore, in the "Online" column a checkbox will be displayed. Check this box, to copy the
exported publication to the online directory.

Figure 6.27. Copy exported publication to online directory

Uncheck this checkbox to remove the exported publication from the online directory. The on-
line directory can be configured in the administration area of Docmenta (see Section 7.7, “Ap-
plication settings”).

If the export failed, then only an error log will be available for download.

Note: All existing and running exports can be seen by all users which have sufficient rights to
open the publishing workspace.

Following a description of the settings requested in the publication export dialog:
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Publication

Select the publication configuration for which an export shall be started. See Section 6.1, “Pub-
lication configuration” for information on how to create a publication configuration.

Output Configuration

Select the output configuration that shall be used for this export. See Section 6.2, “Output
configuration” for information on how to create an output configuration.

Language

Select the content language. Select one of the existing translation languages if you want to
export a translated publication.

Publication filename

Enter a filename for the exported publication. The system will propose a filename according
to the following filename structure:

   [Publication-ID][Version-ID][Output-Configuration-ID].[extension]

If the publication is still in draft state, then the text "Draft" will be appended to the Version-ID.
You are free to change the proposed filename according to your needs (except the file exten-
sion has to stay the same).

Note: If the output format is HTML, then a ZIP compressed archive is exported (i.e. the file
extension has to be ".zip").

6.3.2. The export queue
Docmenta is a multi-user application, that means several users can start an export at the same
time. However, because there only limited resources available on server-side, only a limited
number of exports is actually executed in parallel. If more exports are started than can be
processed in parallel, the remaining exports are put in a queue. To watch the current status of
the export queue, click the "Show queue" button next to the export list. This will open following
dialog:

Figure 6.28. The export queue dialog

The dialog shows a list with all running and queued exports. This also contains any exports
that were started by other users. The list is automatically refreshed every few seconds. For
example, when an export has been finished, the corresponding entry is automatically removed
from the list.
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You can cancel a queued export by selecting the export from the list and clicking the "Cancel
Export" button. However, normal users are only allowed to cancel exports that were started
by themselves. Only administrators are allowed to cancel exports of other users. Please note,
that as soon as an export is running, it might no longer be possible to cancel the export.

To close the dialog, click the "Close" button.

6.3.3. Editing an export
You can change the filename of an exported publication. To do this, select the export entry from
the publication export list and then click the "Edit" button. Alternatively, you can double-click
the export entry in the list. This will open a dialog which allows you to change the filename.

6.3.4. Deleting an export
To delete a publication export, select the export entry from the list, click the "Delete" button
and confirm the deletion in the following dialog.

6.4. Applicability configuration
Switch to the "Applicabilities" tab of the "Publishing" workspace (see screenshot below). The
tab shows a list of all currently defined applicability flags. For example, in the following screen-
shot three applicability flags with name "printonly", "unix" and "win" are defined.

Figure 6.29. Defining applicability flags

Click the "Add" button to define a new applicability flag. This will open a dialog where you can
enter the name of the new applicability flag:

Figure 6.30. Adding a new applicability flag

To delete an applicability flag, select the applicability flag from the list and click the "Delete"
button.

See "Filtering content" in the tutorial for more information on the applicability based filtering
concept of Docmenta.
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Chapter 7. Administration workspace

7.1. Managing products

7.1.1. Creating a new product
Switch to the "Products" tab of the "Administration" workspace (see screenshot below). The
tab shows a list of all existing products for this Docmenta installation. 

To create a new product, click the "Create new product" button:

Figure 7.1. Creating a new product

A dialog will be opened which allows you to enter the settings for the new product to be created:

Figure 7.2. New product dialog

Following a description of the input fields:

Product-ID

Enter a unique identifier for the product to be created (no whitespace characters allowed).
Although it is possible to change the product-ID later on, it is recommended to use an identifier
which is stable, i.e. does not change too often.
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Product-Name

Enter a more descriptive name for the product. The product name can include whitespace
characters.

Path (product directory)

The filesystem path (on the server) where the product documentation shall be stored. By de-
fault, products are stored in a sub-directory of the configured document-store directory (see
Section 7.7, “Application settings” for information on the document-store directory).

If the default location is not appropriate, you can check the "User defined" radio button and
enter an absolute path to another filesystem location:

Figure 7.3. Setting an absolute product path

For example, you can enter the absolute path "C:\work\my_products\my_app" for the
product with ID "MyApp".

A product with a user defined path is called an external product, because its product directory is
outside of the application's document-store directory. Note however, that only product related
data is stored in the external product directory. Global settings, e.g. user and user groups
settings, are still stored in the configured document-store directory.

Languages

Add one or more languages by clicking the "Add" button. One of the selected languages has
to be defined as the "original" language. All other languages will then be the translation lan-
guages. To define one language as the "original" language, select the language from the list
and click the "Set as Original" button. To delete a language from the list, select the language
from the list and click the "Delete" button.

Note: The original language cannot be changed after the product was created! But it is possible
to add translation languages at any time after the product was created.

7.1.2. Adding a product
If an already existing product, which was created with another Docmenta installation, shall be
added to the product list, you have two possibilities:

The first possibility is to move the product directory to the default location <Base-Directo-
ry>/docstores (where <Base-Directory> is the configured document-store directory)
and then restart the web-server. After restart, Docmenta should list the added product together
with the other products that are located in the <Base-Directory>/docstores folder.

The second possibility is to add the existing product as an external product. To do this, click
the "Add product" button next to the product list. This opens following dialog:
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Figure 7.4. Adding an external product

Enter a Product-ID and the filesystem path of the product. Click "Okay" to add the product to
the application configuration.

If the directory path of the external product changes, the new path can be configured by se-
lecting the product from the list and clicking the "Change path" button. In the opened dialog,
enter the new product directory path and click "Okay". Note that if you change the product path,
then you also have to move the files from the old filesystem location to the new location (this
has to be done manually, i.e. moving the files to the new location is not done by Docmenta).

Important!

When using external products, it has to be assured, that the external product is only accessed
by one Docmenta installation at the same time. Parallel access to the same product directory
from different Docmenta installations might damage the data structure!

7.1.3. Editing a product
To change the settings of an existing product, select the product from the list and then click
the "Edit" button. Alternatively, you can double-click the product in the list. This will open the
product dialog as described in Section 7.1.1, “Creating a new product”. Change the settings
and then click the "Okay" button to apply the changes. You can change the Product-ID and -
Name, as well as add and remove translation languages.

Important!

The original language of a product cannot be changed after the product has been created.

7.1.4. Deleting a product
To delete a product, select the product from the list, click the "Delete" button and confirm the
deletion. Be aware that if the selected product is not an external product (i.e. the product is
located within the document-store directory), then this operation deletes all files in the product
directory. As a consequence, recovering the content of a deleted product is not possible. It is
therefore recommended to make a backup of the product directory before deleting the product.
This way it is possible to restore the product if needed.

7.2. Managing users

7.2.1. Creating new users
Switch to the "Users" tab of the "Administration" workspace:
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Figure 7.5. The users panel

The "Users" panel shows a list of all user accounts that have already been created for this
Docmenta server installation.

To create a new user account, click the "New user" button next to the list. This will open fol-
lowing dialog:

Figure 7.6. New user dialog

Enter the login name and contact data for the user account to be created. You can also se-
lect one of the user interface languages supported by Docmenta. Currently only English is
supported.

Note: The user interface language defines the language of the labels shown in the user inter-
face of the Docmenta application. This is something different than the content language of
the product (which is defined for each product). For example you can use an English user
interface, but write a product documentation in French language.

The field "Date Format" lets you define the format of dates shown in the user interface (e.g.
the last modification date of a content node).
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A user can select the preferred editor to be used. The Docmenta installation comes with several
versions of the open source editor "tinymce". Select the editor version to be used from the
"Editor" listbox. One of the editor versions is marked as "default" editor, which is the most tested
and therefore recommended version to be used. If user does not explicitely select a specific
editor version from the list, then the "default" editor version will be used. If you experience any
problems with the selected editor, then you can try to solve the problem by selecting a different
editor version. In general old editor versions work better with old browser versions, whereas
new editor versions work better with newer browser versions.

To set or change a password for this user account, enter the password in the "New Password"
field and repeat the password in the field beside.

Click "Okay" to save the user account data and to close the dialog.

7.2.2. Editing users
To edit a user account, switch to the "Users" tab in the "Administration" workspace and select
the user from the list. Then click the "Edit" button next to the list, to open the user account di-
alog. Alternatively, you can double-click the entry in the list. Change the settings as described
in Section 7.2.1, “Creating new users” and click the "Okay" button to save the changes.

7.2.3. Deleting users
To delete one or more user accounts, switch to the "Users" tab in the "Administration"
workspace and select the users from the list. Then click the "Delete" button next to the list.
Confirm the deletion in the upcoming dialog. Be aware that the deletion cannot be undone.

7.3. Managing user groups
The Docmenta system allows you to create user groups. You can add a user to one or more
user groups. Furthermore it is possible to assign access rights to a user group. This way, user
groups define the access rights a user has. The access rights of a user are the sum of all
access rights assigned to the groups the user is member of.

Note: It is not possible to assign an access right directly to a user. Access rights can only be
assigned to a user group.

Following sub-sections describe how to manage user groups, access rights and the members
of a group.

7.3.1. User groups
Switch to the "User groups" tab of the "Administration" workspace. The tab contains three lists:

Figure 7.7. User groups panel
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In the first list all existing user groups are shown. When you select one user group from this list,
then the access rights assigned to this group are shown in the second list, and the members
of the group are shown in the third list.

To create a new user group, click the "New" button next to the user group list.

A dialog will be opened which allows you to enter the name of the new user group:

Figure 7.8. Creating a new user group

Enter a name for the user group and click "Okay" to create the user group.

You can change the name of an existing user group by selecting the group from the list and
clicking the "Edit" button. Alternatively you can double click the list entry. To delete a user
group, select the group from the list and click the "Delete" button. To copy a user group, select
the group from the list, click the "Copy" button and enter a new name for copied group. The
copied group will initially have the same members and access rights assigned as the original
group.

7.3.2. Access rights
An access right defines, which functions are allowed to be executed by a user on a specifc
product. If you have selected a group from the user groups list, then the second list will show
all access rights assigned to this group.

To edit the access rights assigned to the selected group, click the "Edit" button next to the
access rights list. Alternatively you can double-click an access right in the list.

Figure 7.9. Edit access rights of selected group

This will open the access rights editor:
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Figure 7.10. Access rights dialog

The access rights editor contains a list of all existing products. To define the functions allowed
to be executed on a specific product, select the product from the list. With the checkboxes next
to the list, roles can be enabled or disabled for the selected product.

Following roles exist, where each role represents a group of related functions:

Role Description

View content Allows viewing the content in the "Content" workspace. If you supply
only this role for a product, then users will have read-only access to
the product content. If this role is not provided, then the "Content"
workspace will not be visible for this product.

Edit content Allows editing the original content of the product. When this role is
provided, then also the role "View content" should be provided, be-
cause otherwise a user cannot edit the content because he is not
allowed to view it.

Translate content Allows translating the content nodes of the product. Editing the orig-
inal content is not included within this function group (you also have
to assign the role "Edit content", to allow editing of the original con-
tent).

Edit styles Allows editing of the inline- and block-styles in the "Styles"
workspace.

Manage versions Allows to create, edit and delete product versions. If this role is not
assigned, then the "Versioning" workspace will not be visible for this
product.

Manage
publications

Allows the configuration of the publications, and output settings. Fur-
thermore users with this role are allowed create publication exports.
Mainly this role allows execution of all functionality provided in the
"Publishing" workspace. If this role is not assigned, then the "Pub-
lishing" workspace will not be visible for this product.
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Administration Allows execution of the functionality provided in the "Administration"
workspace, i.e. managing of products, users, user groups, character
entities and application settings.

If the box beside the role is checked, then this role is enabled for to the currently selected
product. If the box is unchecked then the role disabled. Change the settings for each of the
products as required. If you want to enable a role generally for all products (even products that
will be created in the future), then select the entry "ALL" in the product list and check/uncheck
the roles. Save the changes and close the access rights editor by clicking "Okay".

After you have closed the access rights editor, the access rights lists is updated to show all
enabled roles for each product. If you have enabled roles for all products, then these roles will
be shown as a separate entry with a * character in the product column.

7.3.3. Members
If you have selected a group from the user groups list, then the third list (members list) will
show all current members of the group. To add a user to the group, click the "Add" button.
This will open a user selection dialog:

Figure 7.11. Adding group members

Select the users that shall be added to the group. You can easily select all users by checking
the checkbox in the header of the list. Click the "Add" button to close the dialog and to add
the selected users to the group.

To remove users from the group, select one or more users in the members list and click the
"Remove" button.
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7.4. Defining character entities
You can define which characters shall be encoded as character entities when content is edited
in the content editor. Furthermore the defined character entities will be selectable from a pick-
list in the content editor (see Section 3.8.10.1, “Character entities”).

Note: The character entity configuration is a global application setting, i.e. it affects all products
within one Docmenta server installation. 

To define the character entities switch to the "Entities" tab of the "Administration" workspace.
A list of all currently defined character entities will be shown:

Figure 7.12. Character entities panel

To add a new character to the end of the list, click the "Insert Entity" button. To insert a character
entity at a specific list position, select the position within the list and then click the "Insert Entity"
button. This will open the character entity dialog:

Figure 7.13. Character entity dialog

Insert the numeric entity code (e.g. &#167;), the symbolic entity code (e.g. &sect;) a character
description and select whether the character shall appear in the custom character pick-list of
the content editor. Click "Okay" to add the character entity definition to the list.

To edit or delete a character entity definition, select the character from the list and click the
"Edit Entity" or "Delete Entity" button respectively.

To move one or more character entities to another list position, select the character entities
from the list, click the "Cut" button, select the list position where the selected character enti-
ties shall be inserted and then click the "Paste" button.
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7.5. Installing Plug-ins
To install a plug-in, proceed as follows:

1. Download the plug-in installation package (zip-file) from the Docmenta homepage (http://
www.docmenta.org).

2. Open the "Plugin" tab of the "Administration" workspace. This panel lists all installed
plug-ins:

Figure 7.14. Plug-in administration panel

3. Click the "Install" button. In the following upload dialog, select the plug-in installation
package from the local filesystem and click "Upload" to start the installation.

The text "Loaded" and a green background-color in the "State" column indicates that the plug-
in is currently active. Note that some plug-ins need a web-server restart to be loaded. This will
be indicated by a corresponding message in the "State" field.

To uninstall a plug-in, select the plug-in from the list and choose "Uninstall". Most plug-ins can
be disabled without having to do a complete uninstall. To disable a plug-in, select the plug-in
from the list and choose "Disable". A disabled plug-in can be reactivated by choosing "Enable".

Note: Application Upgrade

Installed plug-ins are stored in the document-store directory (see Section 1.4, “Setup”). If
you upgrade to a newer version of Docmenta, on first log-in the application tries to restore
the plug-ins that were prevously installed. However, after the plug-ins have been restored,
some plug-ins may need a further restart of the web-server to be correctly loaded. This will be
indicated by a corresponding message on first log-in after the application has been upgraded.

If a plug-in cannot be reactivated after application upgrade, then it may be necessary to
install a newer version of the plug-in. Note that it is not necessary to uninstall a plug-in before
installing a new version of a plug-in. Docmenta will detect that a plug-in with the same ID is
already installed and automatically replace the old plug-in version with the new version.

7.6. Auto-Format class registration
The Auto-Format API allows a Java programmer to implement any kind of content transforma-
tion and assign it to a Docmenta style. An Auto-Format transformation, is a Java class that

http://www.docmenta.org
http://www.docmenta.org
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implements the AutoFormat interface. For details on the Auto-Format API see the Auto-Format
API JavaDoc [http://www.docmenta.org/javadocs/index.html] documentation.

To register a Java class that implements the AutoFormat interface, switch to the "Auto-Format"
tab of the "Administration" workspace:

Figure 7.15. Auto-Format registration panel

Click the "Add" button next to the list, to register a Java class. Note that the Java class has to
be available in the Java classpath of the web-server. For example, if you have put the Java
class in a jar file, place the jar file in the web-server's library folder, before registering the class
in Docmenta.

In the opened dialog, enter the Java class name and click "Okay" to register the class:

Figure 7.16. Auto-Format class registration

If the registration was successful, a short description of the Auto-Format class is shown in the
"Info" column of the Auto-Format list. Otherwise the "Info" column will show an error message
in red color. When you select a class from the list , the panel  below the list shows help
on how to use the Auto-Format class:

Figure 7.17. Auto-Format class help

http://www.docmenta.org/javadocs/index.html
http://www.docmenta.org/javadocs/index.html
http://www.docmenta.org/javadocs/index.html
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After an Auto-Format class has been successfully registered, the class can be assigned to a
Docmenta style, as described in Section 4.3, “Creating a user-defined style”.

7.7. Application settings
To configure global application settings, switch to the "Settings" tab of the "Administration"
workspace (see screenshot below).

Figure 7.18. Application settings panel

Following fields are available:

Product Version

The application name and version number of the Docmenta installation.

Web-Application Directory

This is the filesystem location of the Docmenta Web-Application. This location depends on the
installation directory of the web-server. The structure of this path is as follows:

  <Web-Server-Directory>/webapps/docmenta

This setting cannot be changed within the Docmenta application. However, you can stop the
web-server, move the web-server installation (including the webapps/docmenta folder) to a
new location and then restart the web-server. Of course you have to assure that no users are
connected, before moving the web-server installation.

Temporary Upload Directory

This field shows the temporary directory as defined by the Java system property
java.io.tmpdir. Docmenta uses this directory as temporary upload directory. Click on the
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link "Check Access" to test, whether Docmenta has sufficient access-rights for this directory.
If the access rights are not sufficient, then either change the access-rights of the directory,
configure another directory as java.io.tmpdir or start the web-server with a different ac-
count (e.g. as administrator).

Note that Docmenta also needs full access to the document-store directory (see below). Fur-
thermore, the web-server itself may need access to additional directories within the web-server
installation directory (e.g. to write log files). Consult the documentation of your web-server for
more information.

Document-Store Directory

This is the directory where the application settings, user data and by default also the products
(content, styles, translations, ...) are stored. If you have moved the document-store directory
to a new location within the filesystem, then enter the new location in the input field and click
the "Save" button next to the input field. You have to restart the web-server for the new set-
ting to take effect. When you try to log in and Docmenta cannot find a document-store at the
configured location, then Docmenta automatically displays the setup-dialog (see Section 1.4,
“Setup”).

Note that Docmenta needs read/write access to the complete document-store directory.

Important!

Do not move the document-store directory as long as users are connected to the application!

User Interface Theme

The user-interface theme defines the main colors of the application. You have to log-out and
log-in, before the changed theme takes effect.

Publication-Export Online Directory

If the "online" checkbox of an exported publication is checked (see Section 6.3, “Publication
export”), then the publication-files are copied into this directory. It is allowed to enter a relative
path or an absolute filesystem-path. A relative path is relative to the Web-Application Directory
of the Docmenta web-server installation (see above). Using an absolute path can be useful, if
you are using a separate web-server to put the publications online. For example, if you use an
Apache HTTP-Server then you can enter here an absolute path to the htdocs directory.

Click the "Save" button to save the modified settings.

Text File Extensions

Docmenta has text-file support. Text-files can edited with the integrated text-editor and can be
included as listings via content-inclusion. Docmenta considers a file as a text-file, if it has one
of the listed file extensions. Enter the file extensions, separated by spaces, that are used for
text-files. Click the "Save" button to save the modified list.
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Appendix A. Auto-Format Class
Reference

A.1. org.docma.plugin.examples.ApplyTemplate

Arguments:

ALIAS The alias name of the template node.

Description:

The content-node given by alias name ALIAS is used as a template. The transformation re-
places the input-element by the content of the template, where the substring "$content" within
the template is replaced by the inner content of the input-element and the substring "$title" is
replaced by the value of the input-element's title attribute. If the input-element does not have
a title attribute, then the substring "$title" is replaced by the empty string.

Note: If the template contains inline-inclusions (i.e. [#alias] or [##alias]), then these are
resolved before the substrings "$content" and "$title" are replaced.

Example:

Given a style with ID notebox, that has following Auto-Format configuration:

    org.docma.plugin.examples.ApplyTemplate notebox_template 

If the content-node with alias name "notebox_template" has following content:

<table>
  <tr><td>Note: $title</td></tr>
  <tr><td>$content</td></tr>
</table>

then the XHTML content

<div class="notebox" title="Some title">
 The content of the block.
</div>

is rendered as

<table>
  <tr><td>Note: Some title</td></tr>
  <tr><td>The content of the block.</td></tr>
</table>
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A.2. org.docma.plugin.examples.FormatLines

Arguments:

start=[INTEGER|off] The line-numbering start value. Set to an integer value to en-
able line numbering. Set to off, to disable line numbering. De-
fault is off.

line=STYLE_ID The default block-style to be assigned to lines. If no default
style is specified, and no other style defined by the arguments
odd, even or mstyle is appropriate then no style is assigned
to the line.

odd=STYLE_ID The block-style to be assigned to odd lines.

even=STYLE_ID: The block-style to be assigned to even lines.

num=STYLE_ID The default block-style to be assigned to line-numbers. If no
default style is specified, and no other style defined by the ar-
guments onum, enum or mnum is appropriate, then the same
style is assigned to the line-number as to the the line-content.

onum=STYLE_ID The block-style to be assigned to odd line-numbers.

enum=STYLE_ID The block-style to be assigned to even line-numbers.

cbox=STYLE_ID Content-box style. The ID of the block-style to be assigned to
the content-block. If cbox is not set, then the original style of
the input-element is assigned. Note that if line-numbering is
enabled, then this box does not include the line-numbers.

nbox=STYLE_ID Numbering-box style. If line-numbering is enabled, this block-
style is assigned to the box which encloses all line-numbers.
If not specified, then no style is assigned. If line-numbering is
disabled, then this setting has no effect.

box=STYLE_ID Outer-box style. If line-numbering is enabled, this block-style
is assigned to the outer-box which encloses the content and
the line-numbers. If not specified, then no style is assigned to
the outer-box. If line-numbering is disabled, then this setting
has no effect.

keep=[auto|always] The page break behaviour. Set to auto, to allow page breaks
within the result-block. Set to always, to prevent page breaks
within the result-block. Default is always.

nw=WIDTH The horizontal space that is reserved for the line-numbers. If
not specified, then the default width of 32pt is used.

maxcols=INTEGER The maximum number of characters per line. If the maximum
number of characters is reached, then an automatic line-break
is inserted. Automatically inserted line-breaks do not increase
the line-number. Set to 0, to disable automatic line-breaks. De-
fault is 0 (disabled).

lbc=[CHARACTER] The automatic line-break character. If an automatic line break
is inserted due to the maxcols argument, then CHARACTER
is inserted at the end of the broken line to indicate that the line is
continued on the next line. If not specified or set to empty string,
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then no line-break character is inserted. CHARACTER has to
be a single character or a character entity, e.g. "&#8230;".

pre=[true|false] Indication whether input is preformatted or not. If set to true,
line-break characters in the XHTML source cause line breaks
in the rendered output. Otherwise only <br /> elements are ren-
dered as line breaks. Default is false.

tab=INTEGER The tab size. If the specified integer value is positive, then tab
characters are transformed to the number of spaces given by
this value. If the integer value is 0 or the argument is missing,
then tab characters are not transformed.

m=PATTERN The marker pattern. If a line contains the character sequence
PATTERN, then the line is highlighted with the styles given by
the arguments mstyle and mnum. If not specified, then high-
lighting is disabled.

mstyle=STYLE_ID The ID of the block-style to be assigned to marked lines. If not
specified, then no style is assigned to marked lines.

mnum=STYLE_ID The ID of the block-style to be assigned to the line numbers of
marked lines. If not specified, then no style is assigned to the
line-numbers of marked lines.

Notes:

If the arguments onum and/or enum are provided, then the specified styles should have the
same margin, padding and font-size values as the styles specified for the arguments line,
odd and even. Otherwise the line-numbers may not be in line with the corresponding lines
of the content.

Setting the argument maxcols to a positive value only makes sense for preformatted text
which is rendered with a fixed-width font (i.e. the line style should include the CSS properties
font-family: monospace and white-space: pre).

Inline arguments:

Besides setting the arguments in the Auto-Format style defintion (see examples below), the
arguments can also be set as first line of the input-element. For this, the first line must be
provided in the format [args: arg1=value1 arg2=value2 ... ]. If the same argument
is set in the Auto-Format style definition and in the first line of the input, then the later takes
precedence. For example, following input-element sets the line-numbering start value to 3,
overwriting any start value that was set in the Auto-Format configuration of the style listing:

<div class="listing">
  [args: start=3]<br/>
  Line 1<br/>
  Line 2<br/>
</div>

Referencing lines:

If a line contains an inline-element, i.e. contains text thas was formatted with an inline-style,
and the inline-element has an id-attribute assigned, but no title-attribute, then the title-
attribute is set to the line-number. This way it is possible, to create references to inline-ele-
ments, where the link text is automatically replaced by the line number of the referenced ele-
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ment (i.e. you can create text like "see line x"), where x is a link whose link-text is replaced
during export by the line-number.

An alternative way of referencing lines, is to mark the line and attach an ID to the marker.
The marker pattern is defined by the argument m=PATTERN (see description of the arguments
above). To attach an ID to a marker, put the ID in square brackets after the marker. For exam-
ple, if you have set the argument m=###, then you can mark a line and assign the ID line_a
to it, by placing the substring "###[line_a]" somewhere within the line.

Be aware that an ID has to start with a letter or underscore and must only contain letters, digits,
underscores or dashes.

Examples:

Following Auto-Format style configuration transforms the input into a formatted listing with line-
numbers, where the style line_style is applied to lines. The line-numbering starts with 1.
A horizontal space of 28pt is reserved for the line-numbers. Furthermore the content and the
line-numbers are enclosed in a box with style listing_frame:

org.docma.plugin.examples.FormatLines start=1
                                      line=line_style
                                      nw=28pt
                                      box=listing_frame

Following configuration transforms the input into a formatted listing without line-numbers. The
character sequence '###' can be used to mark lines. Marked lines are highlighted with style
red_line. Page breaks are allowed within the listing:

org.docma.plugin.examples.FormatLines start=off m=###
                                      mstyle=red_line
                                      keep=auto

A.3. org.docma.plugin.examples.RegExpHighlight

Arguments:

cfg=FILE_ALIAS The highlight configuration. FILE_ALIAS has to be the alias
name of a text-file containing the highlight configuration. The
highlight configuration format is described below. This argu-
ment is mandatory.

decode=[true|false] Character entity decoding behavior. If the decode argument
is set to true, then character entities are decoded before
regular-expression based pattern matching is applied. Oth-
erwise character entities are not decoded. The decode ar-
gument is optional. If not specified, the default setting is
true.

skipargs=[true|false] This argument is used in combination with the Auto-Format
class org.docma.plugin.examples.FormatLines. If
the skipargs argument is set to true, then the first line
is not highlighted, if it starts with the string "[args:", i.e. if
it's an argument line which needs to be processed by the
class org.docma.plugin.examples.FormatLines. If
not specified, the default setting is true.
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General

The highlight configuration has to be provided as text-file. The alias name of the text-file has to
be passed in the argument cfg. The highlight configuration defines one or more regular-ex-
pressions and assigns them to inline-styles. This configuration is used during transformation to
highlight parts of the content. If some part of the input matches one of the regular-expressions,
then this part is formatted with the style assigned to the matching regular-expression.

Please note, that the transformation does not remove or change styles, which already exist in
the input. Therefore, if the highlight transformation does not give a 100% correct result, the user
can fix this by manually applying the correct formatting to the incorrectly formatted content.

Highlight configuration format

A highlight definition is a line within the highlight configuration in the format:

STYLE_ID[, STYLE_ID, ...] : REGULAR_EXPRESSION

i.e. a highlight definition starts with a comma separated list of one or more style-IDs, followed
by a colon, followed by a regular expression. Content that matches the regular-expression is
formatted with the first style given in the comma separated list of styles. If the regular-expres-
sion contains capturing groups, then the content that matches the first group is formatted with
the second style in the comma separated list. Content that matches the second group is for-
matted with the third style in the list, and so on.

The regular-expression engine of the Standard Java Platform is used for pattern match-
ing. For details on the regular-expression syntax, see the documentation of the class
java.util.regex.Pattern in the Java Platform API specification. Please note that the
regular expressions are compiled with the flags DOTALL and MULTILINE. Therefore the ex-
pression . matches any character, including a line terminator, and the expressions ^ and $
match just after or just before, respectively, a line terminator (or the end of the input sequence).

Example 1:
If following highlight configuration is given,

my_style : ABB?A

then the input sequence AABABABBA is formatted as follows:

A<span class="my_style">ABA</span>B<span class="my_style">ABBA</span>

Example 2:
If following highlight configuration is given:

my_style, b_style : A(B*)C

then the input sequence ABBC is transformed to

<span class="my_style">A<span class="b_style">BB</span>C</span>

Note that the style with ID b_style is only applied if the corresponding group (B*) actually
matches some part of the input. For example, given the highlight configuration above, the input
sequence AACA is transformed to

A<span class="my_style">AC</span>A
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i.e. the style style_b is not applied because the group (B*) does not match anything.

Multiple highlight definitions

A highlight configuration can consist of an arbitrary number of highlight definitions. If more than
one regular expression matches some part of the content, then the highlight definition which
has the nearest match is applied. If multiple highlight definitions match parts that start at the
same position, then the highlight definition that is defined first is applied. For example, given
following highlight configuration:

b_style : BC
a_style : AB
c_style : ..C

If the input sequence ABC is transformed with this configuration, the result is:

<span class="a_style">AB</span>C

Though all three regular-expressions match some part of the input, the style a_style is ac-
tually applied. The style b_style is not applied, because the part matched by the regular-ex-
pression BC is located after the parts matched by the other two regular expressions. The style
c_style is not applied, because the corresponding highlight definition is defined after the
highlight definition of style a_style.

Non-highlighted groups

If a capturing group shall not be highlighted, then the style ID can be omitted in the comma
separated list. For example, given following configuration:

my_style,,c_style : A(B(C))

If the input ABC is transformed with this configuration, the result is:

<span class="my_style">AB<span class="c_style">C</span></span>

Alternatively, the non-capturing group construct (?: ... ) can be used, i.e. the following high-
light configuration produces the same result as the previous configuration:

my_style, c_style : A(?:B(C))

Constant definitions

Regular expressions can become very complex and lengthy. Furthermore, often the same ex-
pression has to be repeated several times. To avoid such redundancy and to improve read-
ability, regular-expression constants can be defined. Once a regular expression constant is
defined, it can be used in subsequent highlight definitions. A constant definition has the format:

%NAME% : REGULAR_EXPRESSION

See the complete example below on how to use regular-expression constants.
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Comment lines

A line that starts with a # character is interpreted as a comment (i.e. the line is ignored). Com-
ments should be used to document the highlight configuration, e.g. describe what a regular
expression is intended for. See the complete example below on how to use comment lines.

Regular expression hints

Greedy vs. reluctant quantifiers
If, for example, the quantifiers ?, *, + or {n,m} are used, then the matching behavior is greedy,
i.e. the matching algorithm consumes as much characters as possible. For example, given
following highlight configuration:

my_style : A.*C

If the input sequence ABCC is transformed with this configuration, then the result is:

<span class="my_style">ABCC</span>

This behaviour can be changed by using a reluctant quantifier, e.g. *? instead of *. For ex-
ample if the regular expression is changed to A.*?C, then the result is:

<span class="my_style">ABC</span>C

Quantified groups
If a capturing group matches several times due to a quantifier applied to the group, then only
the last match is formatted with the assigned style. For example, given following highlight
configuration:

,b_style : A(B)+

If the input sequence ABB is transformed with this configuration, then the result is:

AB<span class="b_style">B</span>

Unfortunately this behaviour is due to a limitation of the Java regular expression engine. If you
want all B characters to be formatted with the style b_style, then the regular-expression has
to be changed to A(B+). However, this solution is not always appropriate. For example, if you
have the regular-expression ((A)(B))+ and you want to assign different styles to A and B,
then the configuration

,,a_style,b_style : ((A)(B))+

does not work. For example, if you have the input ABAB, then only the last A and B is highlighted
(due to the limitation of the Java regular-expression engine described above). If you know the
maximum number of repetitions, then a workaround is to explicitely repeat the group and use
the quantifier ? instead of +. For example, if you know that the sequence AB is repeated at
most once, then the configuration can be changed to:

,a_style,b_style,,a_style,b_style : (A)(B)((A)(B))?

Complete Example

Highlighting XML/SGML content
Following a simple highlight configuration for highlighting XML/SGML content:
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### Regular expression constants ###
%NAME% : [A-Za-z0-9_:\-\.]+
%ATT_VALUE% : %NAME%|("[^"]*")|('[^']*')
%ATT% : %NAME%(\s*=\s*%ATT_VALUE%)?

###
### Highlight configuration ###
###

# Comments
comment_style : <!--.*?-->

# Opening or empty tag
tag_style, attrib_style : <%NAME%\s*((\s*%ATT%)*)\s*/?>

# Closing tag
tag_style : </%NAME%>

The highlight configuration starts with the definition of the regular-expression constant %NAME
%, which holds the pattern of an element/attribute name. Here, an element/attribute name is
defined as a sequence of letters, digits, the underscore, the colon, the dash and the dot char-
acter. Note that the XML specification allows more characters to be used within element and
attribute names, however this configuration should be sufficient in most cases.

The second definition is the constant %ATT_VALUE% which holds the pattern of an attribute
value. Here, an attribute value is defined as either a string that follows the rules of an ele-
ment/attribute name or as a string enclosed in double or single quotes. As you can see, the
regular-expression constant %ATT_VALUE% references the previously defined constant %NAME
%. This way it is possible to avoid repetition of expressions. Be aware that a constant has to
be defined before it is referenced.

The third definition is the constant %ATT%, which holds the pattern of a complete attribute. A
complete attribute is defined as a name which is optionally followed by a = character and an
attribute value (with an arbitrary number of whitespace characters in between).

The constant definitions are followed by three highlight definitions: the first assigns the style
comment_style to a regular-expression that matches XML/SGML comments (note that the
reluctant quantifier *? is used here). The second assignes the style tag_style to a regu-
lar-expression that matches opening tags. If an opening tag contains attributes, then these are
formatted with style attrib_style. The third assigns the style tag_style to a regular-ex-
pression that matches closing tags.

The highlight configuration above may also work for content that does not completely follow
the XML/SGML rules. It is also assumed that the characters < and > are encoded as character
entities &lt; and &gt; if not part of a XML/SGML tag. Otherwise the automatic highlighting
may produce unexpected results.

Applying the highlight transformation
Given a file with alias name highlight_xml which contains the highlight configuration shown
above, and a style with ID listing_xml which has following Auto-Format call assigned:

org.docma.plugin.examples.RegExpHighlight cfg=highlight_xml

Then following content

<div class="listing_xml">
  &lt;!-- An example --&gt;
  &lt;elem att="A value"&gt;
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    The content of the element
  &lt;/elem&gt;
</div>

is rendered as

<div class="listing_xml">
  <span class="comment_style">&lt;!-- An example --&gt;</span>
  <span class="tag_style">&lt;elem
  <span class="attrib_style">att="A value"</span>&gt;</span>
    The content of the element
  <span class="tag_style">&lt;/elem&gt;</span>
</div>

Note that within the content to be highlighted, the characters < and > are encoded as charac-
ter entities &lt; and &gt;. However, the regular-expressions match the XML tags correctly,
because the decode argument has the default value true, i.e. character entities are decoded
before the pattern matching is applied.
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